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Changes in the culture of the United States
in recent decades have required new
approaches to religion in many venues. As
part of a general move towards the acceptance of diverse views, many people have
challenged traditional assumptions about
the role of religion in SOCiety. At the most
basic level, it is no longer appropriate to
assume that all people or even the majority
of people in a given population self-identify
as Christian. Conservative religious believers,
especially those within Christianity, have
reacted to these changes by taking a more
vocal role in politics, education, and other
realms. The effect of all of this is that religion
has become an extremely sensitive topic.
Many people, including some planetarium
profeSSionals, have opted not to discuss religion in any form, despite the important role
that religion in general continues to play in
American society.
The difficulty with this approach is that
the planetarium is a vehicle for communicating culture as well as science. As an astronomy outreach institution, the planetarium is
a zone of interaction between science and
religion even if many in the field wish it
were otherwise. The religious views of planetarium professionals as well as those of their
guests make it impossible to ignore the
impact of religion in the planetarium. This

Planetarium" appeared in the Planetarian (1).
In this paper, Richard H. Shores asked the following question:
Sometimes, members of the audience bring up religious explanations
for astronomical topiCS such as "God
did it," for the rising and setting of
the Sun, or they will make a comment after a show that they disagree
with a particular area of your presentation because it goes against their
religious beliefs. How do you handle
such comments without alienating
the responding individual?
In Shores' paper, the responses of six individuals appeared. In April, 20m, I posted the
same question as well as three others to
Dome-L, an electronic mailing list for planetarium professionals (2). (The text of all four
questions as well as self-reported information
about the respondents appear in an
appendix to this paper. The full text of the
responses is posted at http://www.Griffith
Obs.org/IPSScience&Religion.html.) Fifteen
individuals responded to at least one question. The results hold no statistical significance because of the voluntary nature of the
responses, but they are nonetheless helpful
in identifying certain approaches and

This article examines the thoughts of some planetarians on the
role of religion under the dome. The phenomenon of the Star of
Bethlehem, a specific and popular example of the interaction
between science and religion, is reviewed as well.
article examines the thoughts of some planetarians on the role of religion under the
dome. The phenomenon of the Star of
Bethlehem, a specific and popular example
of the interaction between science and religion, is reviewed as well.
In 1993, a paper entitled "Religion and the

4

philosophies that may be common in the
field at large.
There were three approaches to dealing
with religious questions that appeared in the
responses. None of these approaches was
dominant, suggesting that the approach to
religion may be strongly related to the indi-

vidual's experience with
al religious beliefs. It is
to expect a standard to exist within
etarium community given the
sonal nature of the
The first of these three appr()a(=h{~S
avoid discw;sir:lg
Jonathan Ausubel '-L"I_""'H~",
respond that, while such ideas are
and
science is not Dr1I1;r\nc,rI
take them up. In other words, I
avoid discussion,
patrons that these
better discuss
safe,
tific mission of the plametaI'iUlTI
less, one wonders if there is sOlnethlng
can be said about
without rn.,...-..,..,.,.,,_
science or ofiendir:lg
bers.
Another
is to accommodate
beliefs of
guests. David
this method:
'-"'"IJU'<Uh'

did a school show for
Christian acao(:my [that] consisted
of [the] solar system, constellations,
and stars. I
edi ted the pro-

recent scientific discoveries.
school sent information about the
curriculum that mentioned
Earth was the
God
HH_'--U~F.'_U' life," which allowed for
statement about the idea that
or some other
life form could
be on
This
involves
the
tent of a show to
the audience.

scientific
exists InGelJerlGE'ntl
the objections of
or groups, and that
the role of a planetarium is to communicate
that
regardless of the reaction of
the audience. One can, to a
accomodate certain requests. Totzke's statement
about the nature of life on Europa is a
",,·,..-.-..-..1 ... of this. However, one cannot
the scientific consensus in the name of accomodation. For
it is
unacceptable to tell an audience that Earth is
6,000 years old because
find the idea of
a 4.5-billion
Earth offensive.
contrast to the above apprc>acn,
~A~~n.",rl" .... -hc s11g~~es1ted that it is the
pl,metal'iUlTI to fix mistakes in
For example, Michael Miller writes,

important from a scientific
to
(Le. debunk) the errors of religion, just
as one would debunk the errors of astrology." There is probably general agreement
that one of the goals of the planetarium is to
correct popular misconceptions about
astronomy, and as such, the corrective
approach is a reasonable one. There is a danger, however, in being
zealous. Some
ideas are clearly wrong and warrant correction, like the idea that the motions of the
planets affect events on Earth. But a statement that intelligent life does not exist elsewhere in the universe, while unscientific, is
not verifiably wrong and must not be handled as such.
Furthermore, it is important to consider
the last sentence in Shores' question: "How
do you handle such comments without
alienating the responding individual?" It is
the mission of the planetarium to spread scientific knowledge, correcting errors if necessary, but one must correct errors in a way
that encourages further learning about
astronomy. One must speak to audience
members in a way that debunks their misconceptions, religious or otherwise, but
shows them respect and keeps them coming
back to the planetarium.
In a separate vein from the three
approaches listed above, one respondent in
the 2001 survey made it clear that any presentation of religion in the planetarium
must take religious diversity into consideration. Pamela Shireman reports the following
treatment of Christians who claim Biblical
inerrancy:
I point out that our audience, our

country, is very culturally diverse
and I do not feel comfortable discussing ANY religion. I add that
there may be other audience members that are Muslim, Buddhist, or
Jewish - and I do not wish to insult
or isolate them because of their religious beliefs.
While it may not be necessary to completely avoid discussion of religion, it is clear
that in a society where minority religious
voices are becoming increasingly well-represented, any statement that can be taken as
support of any particular religion has no
place in the planetarium.
As a specific example of the interaction
between science and religion in the planetarium, I wish to examine treatments of the Star
of Bethlehem as reported in the second chapter of the book of Matthew in the Christian
Scriptures. Since 1980, twenty articles have
appeared in the Planetarian on this topic (3),
so it is clearly an important issue for many in

the field. A review of the literature shows
three traditional treatments of the
The most common treatment is the historical approach. This term, borrowed from a
paper by John
and Ernest Martin (4),
applies to any presentation that treats the
Star of Bethlehem as an actual astronomical
event. The possibilities presented are numerous, but it is not the purpose of this paper to
review each of those, so it will be sufficient
to note that a conjunction of some kind is
the explanation offered most frequently.
There are many benefits to the historical
approach. In a response to the 2001 survey,
John Mosley explains some of these:
Our Christmas Star show has a LOT
of astronomy. People come away
learning about planetary motions
and the solstice and seasons.
through the eyes
also look at the
of people who lived long ago and
learn how they thought about the
and how that is different than
how we think of the sky
The
show is cultural as well as astronomical.
Our experience is that Christians
who see the show gain insight into a
story they have always heard about.
They have a new way of llllUJ'...Hl);:.
about something familiar, and they
enjoy it. Their faith is not challenged. A few come away with their
faith reaffirmed because, in their
view, we've provided an \.-AIJHC<H.:r
tion for how God worked this particular miracle; a few are dis:anooint
ed that "we removed God from the
picture." (This is also the case for
every planetarium show we I-H~A.J'-JlH.J
Non-Christians, who are a large percentage of our audience even at
Christmastime, are not challenged
by our approach, in our '--".IJ'-LL'-~.L'-\.-.
They seem to enjoy
about a
story they might or
not be
familiar with; at any rate, they see
the planetarium projector in
use as we demonstrate a lot of
astronomy while
a few
insights about the culture they live
within.
Alongside these benefits, however, there is
also a significant difficulty with the historical approach. The idea that a particular
event in the sky signified an important
occurrence on Earth is simply a repackaging
of astrology to many guests. Most planetarians consider astrology to be something of
an evil twin to astronomy and as such, they

are not interested
states,
We have considered
effect of the astrolollical signifilca11ce
of God 1.
.HUHU.U'l".

sented
astrolOgl::r since he controls
verse.

vey response,

is not the same as
works, and I think
audience gets this ;rYlr\n..,.j-",n·~
tion.
It seems reasonable that
Bethlehem could be "''"'wc".... hc,rl

Because of this,
near the time of Jesus'
be attributed to coincidence.
It is necessary, however, that this CAIJlCLUation be more than
a minor oara£rraoh
tacked on to the end of a lor,rrt-hu
si bili ti es.

remember the five percent;
take it
It must be clear thI'OU:gh()ut
the program that
has no sci(~ntitic
basis and that the institution c ..... rync',,~i,.,-,~
program does not promote
elaborates another
Carl
ment of the Star of Bethlehem in 1980
paper (6). He suggests that the event was
Shekhina, /I a term
the
manifestation of God's presence on
other words, the star was not an astroIlOImcal event; it was a miracle of God.
several
to this \'-AI~H0'U(J'LHJU.

ior described in Matthew.

bUl~thlernnoJ~e

Hebrew and Christian
God's presence is frequently described as a cloud, fire,
or various other sources of light. It seems reasonable to audiences familiar with these refas easily appear
erences that God could
as something that looked like a star.
The difficulty with this approach, however, is precisely that the explanation merely
seems reasonable. It cannot be evaluated
beyond that. The claim that the star was a
miracle, although it often appears among the
list of possibilities, is not a scientific one. This
is
claim, and as such, it
is not
for a
diverse
audience. Furthermore, most planetarium
professionals would see such a statement as
inappropriate
the mission of the planetarium to further scientific knowledge. It
may be acceptable to include a statement to
the effect that some people believe the star
was a miracle, but one should not go into
any further detail.
Carl Wenning also presents an alternative
explanation for the star - that it is an example of midrash (7). As defined by Wenning,
midrash is II a Ii terary tool developed by an
author to show seeds of truth that would in
no other way be obvious to the reader."
More generally, "Midrash in Hebrew means
investigation, and, when applied to Scripture, Midrash means investigation of the
meaning of Scripture, hence, interpretation!!
(8). Essentially, to claim that the story found
in Matthew is midrash is to claim that it was
a myth, not corresponding to any real event,
and intended only to enhance the argument
that Jesus was the Messiah. Many Christian
theologians have begun to look to midrash
as a method of understanding scripture passages that are difficult to explain in literal
terms but nonetheless have important religious meaning. It is certainly within the
realm of possibility that the story of the Star
of Bethlehem is another example of midrash.
But as with the Shekhina explanation, it does
not seem appropriate to present a theological debate as part of a planetarium program.
It is clear that there are difficulties in using
any of the three approaches presented above.
The historical approach may promote astrology if the script is not written carefully, and
the theological approaches of Shekhina and
midrash are not appropriate for a diverse
audience in a scientific venue. The question
remains, then, as to what approach meshes
best with both audience expectations and
the planetarium's mission of scientific outreach.
One possibility is to eliminate mention of
the Star of Bethlehem entirely. A show can
be constructed entirely without reference to
the topic. Ritter Planetarium, on the campus
of the University of Toledo in Toledo, Ohio,

presented such a program in December 2000.
This show, "Old
for a New Millennium," begins with standard information
about daily motion, winter constellatiOns,
and stellar magnitudes and distances. Light
from distant stars is presented as "old light,"
which allows a transition into a section
about the
of astronomy, particularly the winter solstice, to ancient people.
This section also presents the reason for
Earth's seasons. The program then covers
modern use of lights during the holiday season, specifically the lights associated with
Hanukkah and Christmas. The ancient
Roman holiday of Natalis Solis Invicti
receives mention as well. Certain other astronomical phenomena are then introduced,
including aurorae and the December meteor
showers.
The final section of the show includes a
description of the ancient Roman holiday of
Saturnalia, focusing on the exchanging of
gifts, the closing of schools, and the kind
treatment of the less fortunate. Parallels are
drawn to the modern-day continuation of
these practices, and the program closes with
an injunction to "remember the spirit of the
Roman festival of Saturnalia this year and
help those less fortunate than ourselves."

The historical am:>ro;ach of John
Ernest Martin combined with a strong
""i-rAIIArrn stance fits the mission of
I-'~U'H,-.C<.U.HA, and such an apPH)ach
structed in a way that does
ChristianLitv Nonetheless, the eX1JerlerlCe
Ritter Planetarium suggests that
can be satisfied without any coverage
Star of Bethlehem. Further

planetarium
in other
of the United States would be
this end.
On the

elements,
as
and passages
about nature from various sacred books, can
add to the audience's sense of wonder about
the universe, and such material is ,--,.u ,,-,,,u,,
relevant. Nonetheless, as a counter to the use
of
material, the p13lnetarlUlTI
ence is
diverse, and the nrirn'~r~7
mission of the planetarium is a scientific
not a cultural one.
'-U.J',H.JUC>

It is clear that there are difficulties in using any of the three
approaches presented above. The historical approach may promote
astrology if the script is not written carefully, and the theological
approaches of Shekhina and midrash are not appropriate
diverse audience in a scientific venue. The question remains,
as to what approach meshes best with both audience
tions and the planetarium'S mission of scientific outreach.
Some may object that this comment
preferential treatment to the religion of the
ancient Romans by promoting the r'll',>ri-lrt:>
of Saturnalia. It is doubtful, though, that anyone would seriously take this as an admonition to abandon his or her present beliefs
with regard to religion.
The absence of the Star of Bethlehem did
not result in a significant number of complaints. Out of several hundred guests who
saw the program, only two specifically
expressed negative opinions about this
aspect of the program. Furthermore, the program continues to feature much of the religious content that guests have come to
expect at the planetarium in December. The
major difference is that a variety of religious
practices receive equal exposure, as opposed
to the traditional focus on Christianity.
It does appear to be possible to properly
include the Star of Bethlehem in a planetarium program during the month of December.

the
conclusion: Since nl,'n,~t"ri"
are meant to serve the public, it is
to
the fact that much of the
is
interested in religion. Science does not exist
in a cultural vacuum. Planetarium presentareUtions can include religion, even
elements such as the Star of Bethlehem,
but they must in no way advocate r.,lirri"l1C
views. Furthermore, as a way of ~~'... ~'-.C>C>'H"'"
religious diversity, it is
to draw religious material from a wide variety of traditions, both present-day and historical. In this
way, planetaria can continue to
upon the holistic approach to science that is
necessary to communicate the wonders of
astronomy to non-scientists.
HH!-'VC>C"UH_
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Appendix
This is the text of the message that was posted to the Dome-L electronic mailing list on
April 22, 2001:
Hi,
I've been working as a student employee
at Ritter Planetarium on the campus of the
University of Toledo for over three years
now. It's my last semester before I graduate,
and I'm taking a seminar on science and religion in America. For my final project in that
class, I'm going to be doing a presentation on
religion in the planetarium industry. To that
end, I'm asking for some input from Dome-L
readers. Please consider answering as many
of the following questions as your time
allows:
The first question appeared in the Planetarian in 1993, in an article by Richard H.
Shores. I'm asking it again, as it was originally
worded, to increase my "sample size," and
also to see whether opinions have changed
in the past eight years.
1. Sometimes, members of the audience
bring up religious explanations for
astronomical topics such as "God did it,"
for the rising and setting of the sun, or
they will make a comment after a show
that they disagree with a particular area
of your presentation because it goes
against their religious beliefs. How do
you handle such comments without
alienating the responding individual?
The next few questions deal with Star of
Bethlehem shows:

2. If you include the Star of Bethlehem in
the programs you present
the
holiday season, how do you address the
topic?
3. What factors were taken into consideration in making the above decision?
4. Is your planetarium considered a private
or a public institution?
Finally, an administrative question:
5. May I quote you
in my presentation? If this goes well, I may submit a
paper to the Planetarian based on my
results.
Thank you for your time. It will be most
helpful if I have responses
Sunday, April
29.

Will Fischer
Ritter Planetarium
Toledo, Ohio
The following individuals responded to one
or more questions:
Jonathan Ausubel, PhD.
Associate Professor of English
Director, Daniel B. Milliken Planetarium
Chaffey College
Rancho Cucamonga, California
Sally Goff
Assistant Producer/Education Coordinator
Davis Planetarium
Maryland Science Center
Baltimore, Maryland
Joe M. Guenter
Pomeroy Planetarium
University of Arkansas
Monticello, Arkansas
Aaron Guzman
Planetarium Coordinator
Don Harrington Discovery Center
Amarillo, Texas

Michael Miller
Glenfield Planetarium
Montclair,

Mike

- Assistant Director
Grant Consortium
Montana State UnliV~2rsitv
Bozeman, Montana

Arnie Nelson
Pensacola, Florida
Mark Provence
Chabot
Science Center
Oakland, California
Rosen
Western
Planetarium
Fruita, Colorado
Mickey Schmidt
Center for
Director, USAF
Educational Multimedia
Colorado
Colorado
Pamela Shireman
Outreach Coordinator and 1\/lo>no>,CT"''''
UALR Planetarium
T-n; nCn"" , t"T of Arkansas at Little Rock
Little Rock, Arkansas
Geoff Skelton
Fiske Planetarium
Tni"u:l"r"it"H of Colorado
Boulder, Colorado
David G. Totzke
Planetarium Astronomer

]. Scott Miller
Program Coordinator
Gheens Hall of Science and Rauch Planetarium
University of Louisville

The Planetarian welcomes non-commercial announcements of ryyynrvr1-11rli1fjQ('
would be of general interest to the planetarium community, such as intenlstlips,
special programs IPS members may wish to attend, and to obittlaries.
be directed to the Jobs section at http://www.ips-planetarium.org. Press releases of
products should be directed to "What's New" editor Jim
Press releases
changes should be directed to "Gibbous Gazette" editor James
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Novato,
cb@aarvak.com
Founded by Alexander the Great in 331
BC, the Egyptian port city of Alexandria,
located at the crossroads of the three continents of Asia, Africa and Europe, rapidly
became one of the most splendid, populous
cities on earth. Its famous Library was built
in 288 BC on a site near the famous Lighthouse of Alexandria, one of the seven wonders of the ancient world. At the Library,
Euclid devised geometry, Aristarchus concluded that the earth revolves around the
sun, and Eratosthenes accurately determined
the earth's circumference 1,000 years before
contemporary science.
The Ancient Library contained nearly all
the writing in existence in its age, numbering an estimated 700,000 scrolls. According
to legend, every ship calling at Alexandria
was ordered to hand over all its books so
they could be transcribed and added to the
library. The Ancient Library has come to
epitomize the ideal of free thought and independent scholarship in the pursuit of truth,
and its destruction, traced to three separate
episodes of arson between 48 and 642 AD,
was mourned as a devastating loss.
Though 1,600 years have elapsed since the
age of the Ancient Library of Alexandria
came to an end, all scholars and scientists
still acknowledge their debt to that remarkable institution and look with admiration
on the role played by the Ancient Library as
a center for dialogue and tolerance as well as
science and learning.
The idea to revive the Ancient Library was
born among scholars at the city's university
in the 1970s. As the scale and the ambition of
the project grew, UNESCO (United Nations
Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization) became involved. Overlooking the
Mediterranean Sea to the north, the US$167
million Bibliotheca Alexandrina, designed to
accommodate over five million volumes,
neighbors the University of Alexandria
Faculty of Arts campus, in Shatby. The project began in 1990 with the selection of its
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architect, Sn0hetta of Oslo, Norway, construction began in 1995, and the Library officially opened in April 2002.
In addition to the main library, the Bibliotheca Alexandria complex includes a planetarium, a conference center, a science museum, a calligraphy institute, an archaeology
museum, an international center for information studies, a center for the preservation
of rare books and documents, and a children's library.

Planetarium
Outside of the library, the planetarium
and science museum are set into a public
plaza and are open to the public when the
library is closed. They are connected to the
surroundings by a bridge from the university
campus, piercing the library, passing over
the planetarium itself, and spanning out
over the ancient harbor and palisade.
The planetarium is an 18 meter diameter
(60-feet) ball suspended over a sunken garden and was inspired by the first images of
the earth as seen from the moon by the early

astronauts. It seats 100 and features
meter
tilt dome. Covered in black
concrete strips that are selpalrated
strips, it's reminiscent of the way in
cartographers divide maps of the earth
longitude lines,
to identify the buildIt is
to
ing with the
stand below the
in the
like the mythic god Atlas, support the
tarium's weight upon your shoulders.
American sound and video contractors,
specializing in systems integration for
tariums, installed the video, multimedia and
audio systems over four weeks, on two sepato Alexandria, Egypt. The 14-meter
rate
(46-foot) diameter theater houses an
ElectricSkyTM Video Panorama, a state-of-the
art Spitz Inc., System 1024 star projector, a
MegaSystems large-format film Df()iection
system, three high-definition projectors which create a 60 degree high by 200
wide video panorama - and
slide
projectors. All of the video projection sysa protems are driven and synchronized
prietary planetarium computer automation
program. The automation program uses a
high-speed Pentium PC running Windows or
Windows NT for show scripting and device
control.
This timeline-based planetarium automation system is interfaced with the audio system via a state-of-the-art
Electronics
MediaMatrix computer-controlled audio
routing and processing system. The
processing and planetarium automation systems mix all of the independent systems audio, video, multi-image, lighting and other
devices to perform in complete and
synchronization to provide a seamless show
ex-pelnenoe. Depending upon the program
material, the full-dome or wide-format video
and multi-dimensional sound create a strong

The Bibliotheca Alexandrina Planetarium is in the lower right corner of the

surround sound system that delivers
tent and

alternated between ",,..i,rn',,..n
nents, as well as source CTAT1-t-rhirHT
control, is handled from a ten-button
al
controls instant presets

Bibliotheca Alexandrina Planetarium is arczml'1tllcal.lv illuminated at

"sense of presence", imm(~rsimg visitors in
life-like alternate realities.
Because of a planetarium's dome
if
not properly equalized, sounds can infinitely

bounce around. Therefore, .., OJ'--"H''-~
ment is very important in creating a realistic
dramatic effect, such as a comet flying across
the night
The Planetarium features a 5.1

en)ginleelrs, "In the pl;:metal'ium
content comes from all over the
tarium users
very resourceful
up with content and you can see
in on all formats, so you
to get
system. The customer can do pretty
with the Bibliotheca's audio sysget a nice consistent audioto match the -:>!J~:Ll<:<LLual

time - 30 minutes

- 172

JOURNEY TO THE STARS
time - 29 minutes

101
ONCE IN A BLUE MOON

time - 35 minutes

- 302
THE X TRA TERRESTRIAL
time - 34 minutes

·122
HONEY, 1 SHRUNK THE SOLAR SYSTEM
Running time - 36

3-2- L..BLAST OFF
time - 32 minutes
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HONEY I SHRUNK THE UNIVERSE
minutes

WINTER WONDERS
time - 35 minutes
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156 Heaton Park Drive NE
Atlanta, Georgia 30307
april.whitt@fernbank.edu

has been approved and introduced into the
classroom, it will be there for years. This is
why I was pleased to find what should have
been a logical trend in texts for that grade
level: a group of shorter texts, concentrating
on one subject. The books, only 100-plus
pages in length, must be cheaper to replace
than the normal several-hundred-page texts
encompassing all subjects. The Prentice Hall
Science Explorer series comes in over a dozen
varied science titles, including Weather and

faster - proVided the individual books are
revised periodically - means the concept of
individual books for varied science disciplines in the middle schools could work. I'd
love to see if other school book publishers
take this idea and run with it.

Climate, Earth's Waters, Cells and Heredity,

and Astronomy.
Software or soft back, take your pick this
season. Here are some ideas for print resources and for new software of interest to
planetarians and amateur astronomers.
Vernal and autumnal thanks to our talented reviewers: Francine Jackson, Steven Jaret,
Erich Landstrom, John Mosley, Dan Rosen,
and Paul Trembley.

Prentice Hall Science Explorer Astronomy, by
Jay N. Pasachoff, Prentice Hall, Needham,
Massachusetts, 2000, ISBN 0134344782,
US$17.75.

Reviewed by Francine Jackson, URI Planetarium, Providence, Rhode Island, and Bryant
College, Smithfield, Rhode Island, USA.
A big challenge in teaching science is the
constant addition of new information. In
astronomy, especially, we can almost always
be assured that as soon as a new textbook
comes out, something in it is outdated. This
is very true with books for the lower level
classes for, in many schools, once a new text
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A big challenge in teaching
science is the constant
addition of new information.
Each book is written by an author knowledgeable in that subject working in collaboration with a couple of "Program Authors"
who coordinate the series. In addition, each
book has several Contributing Writers and
Program Reviewers and dozens of Content
Reviewers. In the case of Astronomy, the
author is Jay Pasachoff, well known for his
college texts.
Each book is made up of just a few jampacked chapters. Contained in each chapter
are such diversions as Activities, arranged to
coordinate the specific subject material. For
example, in chapter 1, "Earth, Moon, and
Sun," is a Discovery activity: How Does the
EarthMove?
A graph depicting star mass and life span is
highlighted in the Life of Stars section. "How
Do Mass and Speed Affect an Object's
Motion?" introduces the section on
Observing the Solar System. It involves having students push toy dump trucks carrying
different amounts of rocks in their beds.
Every page has either a photograph or an
illustration, making the material easy to look
at. Also, all words in the Glossary are in the
body in boldface.
Unfortunately, especially when trying to
cram an amazing amount of information
into a small amount of space, there are subtle
errors and evidence of cut corners. For
instance, the word "mass" is first introduced
in the section on tides, but is never defined,
not even in the Glossary. Also, the 25-hour
cycle of tides is never explained. A trip to
Mars is said to take 6-8 months. Is that is the
entire roundtrip timeframe? Radio waves are
not distinguished from sound waves, especially as the related activity has the student
use an umbrella to "find" radio waves.
However, the ability to concentrate on a
specific subject, and the possibility of replacing outdated school material cheaper and

The Dream of Spaceflight, Essays On The Near
Edge Of Infinity, Wyn Wachhorst, Basic

Books, 10 East 53rd Street, New York, New
York, 10022-5299,2000, ISBN 0-465- 09057-5,
US$13.50.
Reviewed by Dan Rosen, Western Sky Planetarium, Fruita, Colorado, USA
I am a space junkie. I'm enthralled with
the idea of space travel. I am amazed to be
alive at this time in the history of our
species, our planet, our universe ... when we
are just starting to travel in space. Wyn
Wachhorst's book explores the philosophical meaning and historical significance of
humanity's journey into space. The Dream of
Spaceflight is a very interesting and thoughtprovoking book that should have and could
have been much better.
The main premise of the book is clearly
spelled out in the preface: Spaceflight is a
spiritual quest ... promising a revitalization
of humanity and a rebirth of hope. The
moon landings are the Signature event of our
century and stand with the gothic cathedrals
and great pyramids as epic social feats that
embody the spirit of an age. Wachhorst
attempts to capture the inner sense of what
it means to explore other worlds. In the

author's own words the book is, "confluence
of eclectic ideas offering perspective on the
psychology of wonder and the significance
of the spacefaring vision in the evolution of
Western culture."

The book is a collection of
essays about the significance of space travel viewed
from many varying angles.
Eclectic indeed!
The book is a collection of essays about
the significance of space travel viewed from
many varying angles. Eclectic indeed! For
example, the first chapter, entitled "Kepler's
Children," explores the dream of spaceflight
and the so-called coming of age of humanity.
This chapter includes discussions on the life
and vision of Kepler, the origin and heyday
of science fiction, vignettes on the fathers of
modern rocketry, and stories about the first
space walkers.
Another chapter interestingly discusses
the time when the dream of spaceflight was
still a dream. Wachhorst uses the film 2001: A
Space Odyssey to describe how the nature of
the dream changed as spaceflight became a
reality. The old dream was to simply leave
the planet; the new dream became a search
for meaning, extraterrestrial life, and for a
"journey in which man may evolve into a
new galactiC speCies."
I like the overall ideas Wachhorst discusses
in this collection. There is a continual thread
of the need for humanity to always look at
itself from farther away, from a different perspective in order to gain insight, meaning,
and deeper self awareness. The discussion on
the psychological basis of wonder is very
interesting and one of the most important
points of the book.
I like the way Wachhorst embraces space
travel and the possibilities it may hold; "In
the twenty first century, the exploration of
space will revitalize humanity .... We can
only hope he is close to being right.
However, much of the collection is presented in such a disordered and jumbled
fashion that it is unpleasant to read. For
example, the poorly organized chapter
"Abandon In Place" begins with a ten-page
recollection of the flight of Apollo 13 and a
grossly idolatrous tribute to flight director
Gene Kranz. This is out of place.
We already know about Apollo 13, and we
can read far better accounts of Kranz elsewhere. Perhaps the problem is that hidden
within this chapter is the essay entitled "The
Geography of the Soul" which explores the
psychology of wonder and creativity. Wach-

horst weaves this discussion into what is necessary for individuals, as well as an entire culture, to feel a need for exploration.
But that left me feeling that this book is
not so much a confluence of ideas as a
whirlpool of disparate thoughts swirling and
swirling around a main point that never
arrives anywhere. While The Dream of Spaceflight is at times enjoyable, it can be maddening, as it deals with a very dear subject in a
weak and disjointed manner.

page of scientific balck~rrounld lIlto,rITlanlOn
introduces students to the
eX1CJel'imlent, and the
are in cnrorl0l1ogical order from Archimedes to
Hodgkin.

This is an excellent resource
for planetarium teachers.
Each
is followed
several
ments. Some are for small groups of stuiGents
to try, others are demonstrations for
whole class to observe. Methods and
sary materials are
This is an excellent resource for VHAU'--"'U,
not
props. The
utilize
acquired materials. The
section at the end of each
Great Moments was
for further
ed back in the twentieth century, before web
sites were a common addition to appeJ:1Gilces.
That might make another useful student
project
for some web sites that
provide more information.

Great Moments in Science: Experiments and
Readers Theater by Kendall Haven, Teachers
Ideas Press, P. O. Box 6633, Englewood, Colorado, 80155-6633, 1996, ISBN 1-56308-355-8,
US$26.00.
Reviewed by April Whitt, Fernbank Science
Center, Atlanta, Georgia, USA.
I've noticed more and more teachers asking for "interdisciplinary" materials for their
science classrooms. And I'm all in favor of
teaching science by means other than "open
your textbooks to page X and read the first
three paragraphs." This volume is an excellent resource.
Kendall Haven has taken a dozen
moments in the development of Western
science from his earlier book Marvels of
Science: Fifty Fascinating Five-Minute Reads,
and created readers theater scripts for each.
Galileo is represented here, along with Newton, Maria Mitchell and Robert Goddard,
among others.
The scripts are written for a narrator and
four to five characters. Diagrams and simple
staging directions accompany each script. A

Disturbing the Solar
Alan Rubin,
Princeton
Press, 41 William Street,
Princeton, New
08540, USA ISBN 0691-07474-7, hardbound, 361 pages, 2002,
US$29.95.
Griffith
tory, Los
Alan Rubin is an expert

meteorites

UCLA ( l h"'UD"''''t-U of California at Los
les), but his interests range
Fortufor the rest of us, he likes to write popular-level astronomy essays. His essays have
::lnn"""r,:;,rl often in the
Observer, the
magazine of the Griffith
where
have won
reciCiETsl11P is limita compilation of
those essays and others that
elsethem to a wider
where, and happily it
audience.
The title acknowledges what was
considered 50 years ago - that meteorites
have long and interesting histories and their
intertwined with the
histories are
of the rest of the solar system. Studies
of the chemistry of meteorites, and of asteroids from the ground and from up close, are
telling us that the solar system's major and
minor bodies have indeed been disturbed, as
have their orbits. Alan is at the forefront of
unraveling the story of the origin and evolution of the solar system, and he writes clearly
and authoritatively.
The main theme of the book is summarized in the sub-title: "Impacts, Close Encounters, and Coming Attractions." As we so
often point out in our planetarium shows,
the earth's environment is space and space is
littered with comets and with the debris of
shattered minor planets. Our planet and the
others are targets that are hit now and then,
sometimes with profound consequences.
Chapters include the "Origin of the Moon",
"What Heated the Asteroids?", "The Lunar
Crater Controversy", "Recent Impacts" (including SL-9 on Jupiter), "Tektites," and
"Rings and Shepherds."

Alan spends considerable
time explaining how we came
to believe what we do now.
There were lots of twists
and turns, false leads and
dead ends ...
The final section of the book treats the
question of extraterrestrial life, both inside
our solar system and beyond. The famous
meteorite from Allan Hills in Antarctica provides a transition from meteorites to
extraterrestrials and an excuse to switch topneeded. Alan
ics, but an excuse isn't
to say about our search
has
that these final four
for life and I'm
essays will now reach a greater audience
then when
were first published.
The book has a strong historical slant, and
Alan
considerable time explaining

how we can to believe what we do now.
There were lots of twists and turns, false
leads and dead ends, and so much of our
thinking has
in the last century. It's
one who knows the materia nice review
al well.
Alan has provided short transitions to
unify the essays into one book, but the chapters can stand alone. The book reads just fine
as a series of popular magazine articles. It's a
reading them
good collection, and I

and second, is mathematics
it created?

rlic'rnU!>l"orl

the
new
the orbit of Uranus.
That same year, the French astronomer
Urban Jean LeVerrier lI1(JelJe]1QlenUV
lished his prediction of the PO:SltlOn
new
within a
diction. Alone, this proves almost normng.
Given the same set of data from nn'oo ... ·uC>_
tions,
of how
the
mechanics are, the formulae do not
and accurate
answers should agree
(although
standalone
cation for each other).
But what
next transforms
merely mathematical exercise into
dney's quest to understand the true nature of
math. On the same
read of
Johann Galle and Heinrich d'Arrest at
Berlin
searched and saw
eighth magnitude "star"
where
Verrier
it.
Dewdney dares ask,
universe determined (or ac<:m"ab:l
able) to so great an extent
ideas? I think it strange
question, yet it draws me like a lodestar ....
The
that lurks behind the two
tions I have
makes the
the back of my neck stand up: Could
that the
existence of
matics has
to do with its power to
describe the
world with
Think of it: At a
of mathematics lies before us - some
a great deal yet to be discovered. Its
are adamantine, incontrovertible. At
level, we live in a cosmos that ., ..... ,~.,.,.Dnt-ln
mathematical laws.
in heaven's
name, should that be?"
'-'-'.'-CH.H.H

A Mathematical Mystery Tour:
Truth and Beauty of the Cosmos, written
K. Dewdney, John Wiley & Sons, Inc., 60S
Third Avenue, New York, New York, 1999,
ISBN 0-471-40734-8, US$lS.9S.

First, why is mathematics
Reviewed by Erich Landstrom,
Beach Community High School, Boynton
Beach, Florida, USA

Tour is certainly a rare book, one on mathematical philosophy. After all, it is commonly accepted that physics describes the real
world, while metaphysics grapples with the
questions of what is reaL With that being
said, Dewdney turns his attention the tools
of mathematics that physics uses in its
descriptions, and ponders if there could be
the "meta-mathematical." In Tour, he underFirst, why is
takes to answer two
mathematics so amazingly successful in
~""J'-~H-"iLh the structure of physical

so amazingly successful in

describing the structure of
physical reality, and second,
is mathematics
or is it created?
math makes us,
the preface he describes as i1a fictional
tive," that leads from Greece to
Italy to "-'Hi'>'uu"""
In his first stop

(Please see Reviews
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Spark the imagination
af audiences with dazzling
astronamical effects and shows.

An animation from the
astronomical library.

An animation from a
constellation show.

Omniscan works perfedly with all forms of
starfield and special effects proiedion systems.

For more informotion coil 1-800-952-7374 or 407 -859-8166
You can also visit our website at www.av-imagineering.com

GOTO CHRONOS'"- Your Time Machine
The new GOTO CHRONOS'" IS creating

a fevo/uhOn If1 the pJane/anum Industry. W'hiJe
very large planetsflums have recently
adopted advances In modern technology,
smaller domes have had to use forty-yesr-okj

deSigns for thelf geared planet systems. Bur

now, digitalty d/'1llef't mirror systems and many
more "big dome tea/ures · come /0 the 26·40
fool dome al

a

very competitIve price!

CHRONOS"" FEATURES:
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•
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(Reviews, continued from page 12)

Aegean, Dewdney encounters the "holos/'
the place where all of mathematics, known
and unknown, exists. The Cosmos is the
manifestation, but the holos is the source, so
much so that the Tour is actually Dewdney
discovering the Truth and Beauty of the
Holos.
Dewdney continues his
with
Professor al-Flayli and a tale of astronomy,
astrolabes, algebra, azimuth and altitude
under the desert sky of an Arabian night.
In Venice, he encounters the "hard-core
Pythagorean" Maria Canzoni, who explains
absorption spectra and atomic theory.
Finally, the Englishman Sir John Brainard
explicates the "engines of thought" and
Turing machines that concludes with a computer simulation of 2DWORLD.
For the most part, the fictional instructor
motif works, as does the leitmotif of the cosmos/holos. While he never
answers his hypothesis of a "higher hypotenuse" and if arithmetic exists autonomously,
his Tour is sort of an anti-" Art of Motorcycle
Maintenance."
Tour is a rare book - one that stays with
you to the point where you may find yourself referencing it at odd moments while in
intellectual debate. I referred to the cosmos/holos argument while teaching my
physics class. Following the September 11th
terrorist attack, I recalled the portion of Tour
on Islamic astronomy and included it in my
monthly column.
But be cautioned though that a proper
frame of mind is a prerequisite. Just as
Galileo's journals show he observed Neptune
in 1612 but failed to recognize it for what it
was, so too Tour benefits from a second or
third revisit for complete comprehension.
You will want to put it down in the middle
to mentally digest what you've read. Do not
have misgivings about doing so. Just be sure
to finish the Tour.
Note: Amazon.com has 36 pages of A
Mathematical Mystery Tour online to read as
a sample.

show Pluto's ~~riH'~'~~'TT

cosmos.

XEphem by Clear Sky Institute,
Orders, Clear Sky Institute Inc., PO Box 5016,
Cedar Rapids, lA, 52406-5016 USA, MS
Windows 95/98/ME/2000/NT /XP - CD
- US$166.95, Apple Macintosh 0
- CD
Only - US$59.95, UNIX/Linux - CD
US$59.95 each, Printed Users Manual
US$12.95 each. Can be ordered from
www.clearskyinstitute.com/xephem.

Review by Steven Jaret, Fernbank Science
Center, Atlanta, Georgia, USA..
This software palCIGlge
ety of
from '.AU'-U"U.~.LU'"
tion of the International

Mac or PC versions.
October 2001, the version of
examined is capable of pelrtolrmlng
will aid teachers, students, and amateur
astronomers. Several of these tools will
helpful for
those whose facility includes an
./LL,UHOC",

I-HU.U'--U......H.U" ... ,

C:.>lJC.\..HllU

. .. the version of XEphem we
examined is capable
performing tasks that will
teachers, studen
a
amateur astronomers.
The first is Xephem's ability to show the
Dositi.on of the moons around outer
Mars,
Saturn, and Uranus. This will
be extrerrLel y
sions, with one software pa,cK,lge
the moon positions of several different
ets. It could also be worked into a lab exerHY'_UL.LH"-

US$39.95.

eGll1GHH)n, that what isn't needed is more
another CD to stick on the shelf
inionnation n::>Cfln()lO'gy for its own sake, or
what

squeaking. For more information on
Mars Society and its activities (and how to
join, and how to help), check out its web site
at <http:www.marssociety.org>.

International Space
Modules, Anyone?

,J1LC:AlIlU..JII

Earlier this year, I received a mailing from
NASA's Johnson Space Center with information on its International Space Station
Trailers Exhibit. The exhibit consists of two
48-foot (14.6-meter) trailers linked in an Lshape. The trailers give a sense of the size of
space station modules in which astronauts
live and work, and the exhibit includes three
five-minute video presentations offering the
story of human space exploration and
and working aboard the ISS.
We've had the trailers (or similar ones) at
our museum in the past, and while I would
like to see the spaces outfitted with more
mock-ups of the typical contents of ISS modules, we had good crowds through the trailers. While there's not a fee as such to obtain
the exhibit, there are incurable costs in the
form of travel, electrical hook-ups, 24-hour
security, shipping, and the like. And you
can't charge separate admission, though the
exhibition can be part of what your audience might see for a general admission
charge so long as the trailers don't comprise
more than 20% of what's available to the
public.
For more information or to submit a request to receive the trailers, contact NASA
Johnson Space Center, ISS Trailers Exhibit
Program, telephone 1-281-483-8618, fax 1-281483-4559, or access the web site <http://
www.jsc.nasa.gov/pao/exhibits/trailer/>.

Earth/Space Update Update
Hubble Deep Field, featured in Touch the Universe.
(including captions) ranging from solar system views to the original "Hubble Deep
Field" photo.
I had a chance to examine a spiral-bound
copy, and it's a beautiful book whether
you're sighted or not. For more information
on Touch the Universe and its publication
and availability, you can contact publicist
Robin Pinnel at e-mail address rpinnel@
nas.edu.

Mars Habitats, Anyone?
While in Chicago, I had a chance to tour a
Mars habitat mock-up stationed in front of
the Adler Planetarium, built by The Mars
Society as one of a series of simulated Mars
bases to be placed at Mars-like locations
around the Earth, where crews of scientists
and volunteers will live and conduct operations with many of the parameters and limitations of an actual Mars base, to learn what
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can be learned and to begin to accumulate a
baseline of insight for future Mars bases.
Such setups are already in operation in the
Utah desert and the Canadian Arctic; the
module I toured is slated for Iceland, and the
fourth will end up in the Australian Outback.
Another objective of the Society is the
Translife Mission, planned for 2004, that will
fly a crew of mice into Earth orbit in a rotating spacecraft that will expose the mousetronauts to simulated Mars gravity conditions
for 50 days. The mice will "be allowed to
reproduce," and the space-born mouselings
will be recovered and studied for insights
into the effects of Mars-like gravity that
future human Mars explorers may experience as well.
It's efforts such as these that can help to
keep the impetus for spacefaring alive and
Planetarian

Last issue, I waxed in some detail about
Patricia Reiff's and Carolyn Sumners' fine
Earth and Space Update CD products, loaded
with all sorts of useful bits and the ability to
retrieve from on line the latest images and
data on a number of subjects.
Since then, Pat has sent me a notice that
the two CD's are already new and improved
with a number of updates. The additions
include more movies and a new Tic-Tac-Toe
game with seals of approval from formal and
informal NASA review panels for the Earth
Update CD, and new Hubble images for the
Space Update CD. You can contact Pat at
<http://earth.rice.edu/ connected/ ordering
.html> for instructions on previewing and
downloading the new game, and if you have
either CD presently on display at your facility, you can get new copies of both Updates
for the mere cost of shipping.
These are nice products to use in your
exhibit space and/or to sell in your gift shop.
Contact Pat, or Carolyn at the Houston
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Museum of Natural Science, and/or review
last issue's review, for more information.

I've recently received a communication
from a company called "allsky.de," Nietzschestr. 7, 24116 Kiel, Germany, telephone
+49 431 122 79 816, fax +49 431 122 79 815,
web site <http://www.allsky.de>, e-mail
info@allsky.de which sells just what its name
implies: all-skies. Pin-registered sets of six
slides are provided for a variety of astronomical, landscape, location, and miscellaneous
subjects, ranging from Hubble Space Telescope images and other images of galaxies,
stars clusters, and nebulae, to forest groves
and fields and streams, to churches and
mosques and observatories and more.
One can browse the images on the web
site, and they look great. Several art panoramas dealing with Christmas show themes
and a couple of children's programs are also
presently available. Astronomical all-skies
sell for 100 Euros a set (which translates into
about the same number of U.S. dollars as of
the time of writing), other photographic a11sky sets for 170 Euros. The pans are 180 Euros
for a set of 12 slides.
The company also offers custom services,
and you can contact them for more details.
It's always nice to have more sources of
useful materials; add this one to your list.
See their ad on page 32 of this issue.

ILDA 2002
The International Laser Display Association conference for 2002 is slated for No-

(Reviews continued from page 21)
The software comes on a single CD that
contains both Windows and Mac flavors.
The box says that for a PC you need at least a
Pentium 166 and Win 95/98. For the Mac you
need a Power PC 7600 and System 7.5.5 or
higher. Both operating systems also need 48
MB of RAM, an 8X CD-ROM, a display capable of 640 X 480 at thousands of colors.
Installing it was very easy and was accomplished without problem. Running the software was something else entirely.
Despite what the box says, the software
did not run smoothly until installed on a
900 mHz machine. I don't know if this was
due to the software or the configuration of
my test machines. The animations and video
were very smooth, though some animations
were still on the slow side. On the slowest
test machine, a Pentium II 233 mHz, the
video was very jerky and required frequent
CD access.
The installation on our 500 Mhz Mac G4

vember 23-26 in Orlando, Florida USA, hosted by Lighting Systems Design, Inc., Pangolin
Laser Systems, and Walt Disney World.
It's a meeting of interest to many planetariums that have lasers and run laser shows,
with quite literally lots of stimulated discussions and demos. For conference and lodging
information, visit the ILDA web site at <http:
/ /www.laserdisplay.org> or contact Page
Howard at 1-321-269-2081, e-mail ildadirect@
laserist.org.

Making Your "Best Impressions"
One of the quirky catalogs that passed
across my desk recently is one called Best Impressions Promotional Products. It features a
wide variety of items on which can be printed your institution's or organization's name,
logo, contact numbers, and so on - items of
the sort we've all received over the years and
probably have a drawerful of. It's certainly a
relatively inexpensive way to distribute
give-away items that can perhaps remind
people of you long after they're gone and
can provide ways of recontacting.
The media for these messages abound in
this catalog, in the form of pencils, pens,
highlighters, key chains, balloons, piggy
banks, mini-flashlights, mugs, stadium cups,
stress balloons and other squeezable items to
relieve the jitters, luggage tags, "spinners"
(flat spin-tops), chocolate coins, lapel pins,
customized fortune cookies, magnetic business cards, message magnets, photo frames,
clips, glass canisters, tote bags, "cuddle bears,"
calculators, rulers, compact mirrors, minibinoculars, screwdrivers, small pocket

running OS 9.0.4 was perfect. The program
looked like what I had been originally
expecting after having read the box descriptions.

Montparnasse Multimedia
started with nine worldclass physicists (two of
whom hold Nobel Prizes).
Then, using graphics and virtual experiments, they created a program that should
be an educator's dream.
With a proper installation, I soon discovered that the content is very good. The fifteen interactive experiments are thoughtprovoking and the illustrations are very
clear. There are summaries of each presentation, with the main pOints hyper-linked. A

knives, frisbees, golf balls and tees,
wooden toy gliders, rulers, coolers,
sacks, umbrellas, wine
log clocks, letter openers, CD cases,
paper clip Ul~~pt~n~iers, U.HAi;;,«''- ....
books, little rubber duckies - well,
goes on. They are available in lots of
100 to thousands, with unit
from under a dollar U.S. to several
depending on the item and the
plus a setup charge for custom errlbolssing.
You never know when
may come in handy. For eX2lmlJle,
ordered a small
of (unlabeled)
star lapel
to give out as
tokens to the volunteers who
public star parties. And for my
my order), I'm getting a free
pens imprinted with my
name. Such a deal!
To get your own copy of the
tact the Best Impressions Catalog Comr>anv
345 N. Lewis Avenue, Oglesby, Illinois 61348,
ordering number 800-635-2378, fax nmnbler
815-883-8346. Or browse on-line at
www.bestimpressions.com>.
If people are going to end up with
erful of pens and
chains with on~arllZ,ltion names on them, why not yours,

JLU'F.U<J"",J,

As I wait for my
pens and
stars to arrive, it's time to close for this
Enjoy the equinox, and the
seasons and the sky - and next issue,
a report from the IPS conference
Until then, as
... what's new?

very good glossary and
are
excellent additions. Subjects covered include:
rellight powered "sailing
ativity, quantum mechanics, black holes,
and
to name a few. A
unique item is the "round table" discussion,
where you have up to five of the nhucirj<:t<:
discussing a topic. Watching Kip Thorne,
Alain Aspect, and Serge Haroche debate the
role of creativity in physics was
in
the very least.
The interface takes some getting used to,
but after working with it for awhile it
became more intuitive. This is not software
for just anyone. Students and educators will
educaget the most out of it, as it is
tional with very little entertainment.
Written with the idea of making the complex Simple, the authors for the most part
succeeded. The software is aimed at ages
and up, and it seems to fit that age group.
Window users
Mac users will be
should continue to look elsewhere.

International
News
Lars Broman

Dalarna University
SE 791 88 Falun, Sweden
+462310177
Ibr@du.se, Ibr@teknoland.se
www.du.senbr
The International News colum n dept.'mls
l'ntirely on contributions from II'S Mfiliatl'
,\ssociations allover the world. Many I hanks
to Ignacio Castro. Kevin Cono<l, John lJickenson, Jon El vert, Jean-Michel Faidit, Ter('S.1
Grafton. John Hilre. and Loris Ramponi for
your cont ributions. and especially J('nnic
Zciher for the fi rst M'5 report to Ihr In ternational News. You an: welcomc back
with new reports, and [ took forward to
reportS from other Associa ti ons as well. Up'
comi ng deadlines are I Octo!>er for {'I(l/JI"
tllriml J,!2 and 1January for 113.
Since neither Teknolilnd nor Falun

Science Ce nter exisl any Illorc (SC(' the NI'A
repor t below), you and other readers may
noll' my new addresses. I also want to ment ion tbat just before sl'nding thl' Int ernational News column to 1'/,I11<'/<lrilll1 editor
John Mosley, I got a message that my lo ng·
term French contributor and founder of the
Plane tar iu Jll of Montpt'ilier Jean-Michel
Faidit has been replac('d as director of til\.'
planetarium. According to the nlt'ssage. the
city Mayor imtead has given the job t o a
tfemale) friend (!l.

Association of French-Speaking
Planetariums
last spring. from R to 12 May, the French
speaking Planetarium Association (AI'LF)
held its annual l11e('\iog during five days in
three towns in two countries: Bruxelles,
Gen k. and Vil]('neu\,e d'Ascq. t\ good success
for the parlkiplInts lind congralul<Hions to
th("$(' thrl'(' planetariUlTls and thei r co·org,lnl~atio n held up by Rodrigo AlvMe7., Olivier
Moreau, and Giuseppt' C.1Jlonaco.
During this meeting. the 8th edition of
PI<lJ1/'t{/rillll1~ m agaZine was presented, for
the first time in full color. This edition con·
tains news of planetariums, their shows and
various programs, and various articles. Thi~
year, the ,lstrophy~ics contribution WilS
milde by Marc Lilchieze Rey with a paper
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,lbout the Big Bang and its problellls. A largl'
place is alsogh'en to the new show cO-t.'{li tl'(l
by AP[.F and ESO. especially for the 40th
annin·rsary o f the EurolH'an Southern
Observatory in Octolx·r 2002. This show. LI'S
sffr.'ls dll ci('/ 1I11stml, written by Dirk Lorl.'n·
zen, will be prcsented at this time by more
than 20 plitnl'tariums in several countrie~.

Association of Mexican Planetar iums
There was change of plans (or AMI'ACs
annual tll('('ting sinCe it was not possible to
hold it during the 2002 II'S Conference when
the E.1fth. one of thl'lIl till' Morel(1'. II.
o riginall y planned for Morl'lia.lnstead il will
The exhibition includes 11 photo gallery
lx' held in latl' Septcmlx:r or early O(to])t'r,
th,lt show\, aillon~ otlH' r thing\, some
date still to be set. Hmt will bt' Gabrkl
p..llloTamic photO'> of M(;'xko'~ territory <tnd
Mtu10z at the Morelia I'lanl'larium.
eXIJt>rirm:nts that werl' don(' during Ihb lI1i\VVc h;]ve received word from Antonio
sion, fikl' thl: first try of making metalli cS<lndll'z from the Universit y of Sonora, frolll
bUildings in outt'r ~pace, a~ thl' behavior of
it~ Solar Observa t ion Stillion and their livl'
hurnam, hacteria, ~et'ds, and pla n b in Ihh
cO\'l'ragc of till' ~un'~ a(·t ivity on Web·T V.
environrnl:nt. Sl'venlt:'cn year~ h.lve passed
The Illlht r('t:l.'nt tran~llli~,;on WitS on \0 June
~irKl' lhat 26 Novl'lllher trip, and \i.'\te('11
during thc partial 50lar ccllpsl'. For th(l~e
from the bq;inlling of till' exhihltlun in the
interested in subscribing to rt'Cl'iw till' ASlroMU J 1;C. 10 !;Ilk about current affairs of our
USON Web-TV schedule. please send an ('.
pl<HH't:lriull1. Wl' have to Iell that the
mailto <edu@cosmos.astro.uson.mx>,or
musl'Ography design of thh <lnd Oth('T cxhichec k Ihe home page <cos1I10s.astTO.uson
bitions like Tll(' GII/(ui('s, Apr)IIr)') I'rogram
.mx/wl'iJtv/introduction.ht m>. You can also
and EUrlJlX'wl SP(l((' ASt>lIcy, havl' 1)I.'('n rl'no·
contact Anton io sanchez Iba rra at <asanchez
vall'd.
@cosmos.astro.uson.mx>, phallI.': (+52) 662
l.<l tely, a temporal photo eXI}()stlfe of lilt'
2592156 eXI 28; fax: (+521 662 212 6649, Unil:.arth \Cl'll from s pa ce, Sa turn , and the
versity of Sonora Carl Sagan Observatory.
Ch,llll'llger ,lIld DiK{)\"l·r~ spau..,hip tat..l'(Jfb
<cosmos.ast ro.uson.1ll x>.
ami orbit works has 1)('(:11 mounted \0 comArturo Jimenez Vega informs that the
melllorate the Int crnational Mus{'tJm~ Day
plant'larium at Iho:.' Musco Tccllol6giCO de la
on 18 May. Wht'rl' the main subject i ~ t o
Comisi6n Federal de Elcctricidad in Mexico
leac-h the importance of cult ural diver~ity,
City has objcct~ th;1\ ha w come from sp..l(e.
when in our world there <Ire conqan t ly
Nor Illctt'Ors neit her Ollll' r kind of SI),.l(e Ixxlics f,llkn from the
universe; these arc
human made. Since
1986, on th e gl;]~s
caiJint'ls of thi.'
I'I;H1<'tarium Architl'ct SergiO Gonzakz eil' la Mora, a
flag and a pat c h
dona\l'd by NAS /\
have been shown.
Besides, it has two
space suih that
were given 10 the
Museum by thl'
only Mexican astronaut. [Jr. Raclolfo Neri Vela. The
three objects were
worn by him in Ihe
1985 Atlanti~ space
shuttle exploration
trip, where three
AstrOIlQIII}' l'xiliJJitiol1 ot /'/rllll'/lirilllllllllil(' '\/11.1('0 Trow/oglcr) riP /"
sa t l'llite~ were put
Comisi611/-i.'f/errll d(' Fkclricir!ml i/l ,\f/>xicQ Cit},.
in[() orhi t around

Plonetorion
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growing chances to brcak fronliers betwet'n
countries and contint'nts thanks to the tl'Ch·
nological a nd scientific ad vances in commu·
nication dCVl'lopmellt IhrO\Igh satel lites and
SpJC{' r('S(';uch a nd its appl ication~.

Au stralian Plane tarium Society
The AI'S meeting was held at the beautiful
Sir Thomas Brisbant' I'lanetarium in Aus·
tralia on 3'4 May 2002. APS 2002 was a very
producti\'(' and en joyable ml'eting with repre~cntatlves from all of the major fi.~('d
I)Ollll' Pl,lIletaria in Austrilliil and New Zea·
l'lnd. The group discussed topics ranging
frolll show production. new technologies to
public liability, and till' Melbourne Plane'
tarium 's bid for tht' first southern hemi ·
sphere II'S conference, which was enthusias·
tically supportl"(l.
Aftl'r more than two decades of managing
the Brbbane Planetarium, Australia's longesl
serving plant'tarian, Jl'ff Ryder, will soon be
retiring. Ryder gan' an outstanding li\"e presentation that contrasted in style with a Sky ,
Skan Australia presentation of the amazing
new all dome Production, II/fillil}' Exprl'Ss,
produCl'{1 for the Smithsonian's National Air
and Spacc Museum. Both were great e.~all1·
p](-~ of the man)' sty ll' ~ of planetarium
~hows. Although Ihe planetarium communi·
ty will greatly miss Ryder, it was great news
to hear that dt"Spite 1><1st unceTlainties. the
Brisb,lIlc I'lanctarium has an assured fulurc
umll'T a new system of go\'('rnance involving Olher parties ocyomllhe city council.
As usual there were l"xten~ive and ex '
tremely fruitful dlscussiom betwl'en all par·
ticipants, particularly at the Sky·Skan
,\u~tr,l1ia sponsored conference dinner.
Everyone is now looking forward to attend·
ing thr- 2003 ,\PS Ill('('ting inl.aunceston.
The Me.lbourne Pla netarium. Australia is
l'.~ci t ('d about their bid submission to host
the Internationall'lanetarium Societ y con·
ference in 2006 and want to share some of
the highlights we en \'ision if our bid is suc'
cessful. Since this would be the first II'S con·
fl'rt.'llce in the Southern Hemisphere_ the y
realizr- that il may also be the first opport u·
nity fo r nlany people to see the south ern
sky. One of Ihe adivitil'S organized for the
conference is an evening at a dark-sky site
owned and opt"rated by till' Astronomical
Society of Victoria (ASVI. With a 3D-inch
telescope housed on the site and members of
Ihe ASV on hand to share their expertise it
will be a great chance to see the Galac tic
Centre high over·ht.'ad and the southern
Milky Way splitting the sky in IWO.
They are also eager to share with the par·
ticipants the sout h's perspective on astronomy and hav(' received expressions of interest
from the following informative speakers: Dr
Brian Boyle, director of the Anglo-Australian
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Observatory: !'rof John Storey, from the
University of New Sou th Wales who is in ·
volved in astronomy at Ihe South Pole; thl"
world renowned Dr David Malin; and Jona·
Ihon Nally, editor of Australia's Sky & SpUCI'
magazint.' who will give his perspectiv{' o n
astronomy and tile media. Melbourne is
horne to three vibrant as tronomy research
groups and the Centre for Astrophysics and
SUI>crcornputing al the Swinburne Univer'
slt y of Technology has agn-ed 10 host tours
of their :m Virtuallkality Theatre and share
with dl"legal t'S their experknce in providing
matl'rial for plani:tariu ms and i:xhibHions, 'I~
well as insights into their successful online'
astronomy course which has been runn ing
for three yea rs. Mt'lbourne is a friendly,
vibrant and cultural cit)'. With the curren t
exchange rate, and by arra nging disl'Ounwd
airfares and accommodation. Australi;1 i~ a
"iable site for all international memocr; of
the [l'S, including thUS(' from ASian planetar·
iums. The}" look forward to bringing the
planetarium worlddown·undl"T.
The Melbourne !,1:metarium production
manag{'r, Monica Zctlin, has given birth 10 a
gorgeous baby girl. Lois and the staff wishl"~
her all the best. The plarwtarium has rele<lSl'(1
t\\'o rH'W shows: L,lImcl , /',ul is a pumping
MTV,slyle Top 10 countdown of the planets
and TrcllO SItUS AX"i " brings back the
favorite animated dog, Tycho, as he now
I{'a,,{"$ the Moon to discover the sta rs. Tycho
h now availahle for the audienCl'~ to t,lke
home ;t\ a ~oft · toy, \0 look out for him ne;lr
you. They 11<Iv(' rC('('ived word from plane·
tarium sources in Manchester. UK that they
too have heard cries of ~where-s the dog?"
from small planetarium viSitors (it was later
di scovered the family was visiting from
Melbo urne).
Stardo me Observatory in Auckland, New
Zeala nd has 60 000 visitors per year, a nd
public telt'SColX' viewing includes the SO cm

Zeiss cassegrai n rl'llector. The 85·seat planetarium ath:ndance has been boostl'(i by two
new shows launcill'(i o\'t.'r thl' past year. I\oth
shows Wl're producl,,(\ by Jim Robinson.
The multi-media ~how nrl'III till' Sk}' tdls
Ihe story of the July 1999 firel)"lIthat blan't.l
a fiery path over the North bland lx-fore
exploding above Taranaki_ The -IS' minute
~how u~ eyt'wltness accounts and dramatic
animations 10 infOfm the audienn- abou t
the ris].; of irnpalts. Ncar the end of Ihe show.
the audil'nce h a\].;t'(l to uSC Ih{' knowled~e
they have gainl'd to ~l'lC("t the le;l~t d,HlIag'
ing of thr('t.' ~)It)le impact M:'ena riQ'l.. Seven
minutes of anim.ltion weT{' commiSsioned
from Science iJata, and featurl'S ~I)l'{tacular
recrea tions of fireball, meteor and cometary
events. Nt'W Zealander Kyle Ashle y (ex Lortl
o( IIII' Ri"8S1 also created impact )eqlll'llCeS
uS{'(1 in the inteTiKtive ~l'Ction.
I'olynesian navigators used the' \tar~.
waves and ~ea life to travel througho ut the
I'acific Ocean. ,,",'111111 IV/II'tII. , Till' l'o\.~'r oll/U"
.'Ot,us) written hy Maori historian Ra\\iri
Taonui, tel ls a fictional story ot a }'ourl~ 0<1\ '
igatof learning Ihe arl of way findin~ fronl
an elder. Usi ng deep ocean footJg~' from
multi·hull craft, ~Ii(k panorama~ and the
Zeiss sta r projl"ClOr the audienc~ jOIl1~ the
double"h ull t"(l saili ng c"lft on an epic voy·
age_ The immen;ive nature of Ihe planetari·
urn means th,1I the audil"nce can aJrnO'it feel
the motion of the wOlves as the navigator
feds his way throllgh ocean swell pallt'rn~.
The Adelaide Planetari wn in Au~trilli<l cel·
ebr,lIes thirty ye;lrs of 0l>cra tion thiS y{-ar. In
1972 the then South Aus tralian Imtitut e (If
Tr-chnology installed a Zeiss ZKI'I Plane·
tarium projeclor in an 8 meter dOIllt'. Now
located within the Unive rsity of South
Australia, the I'lanelarium holds Sl'5Sions for
primary/second~ry school children as well as
the general public, using live prl'M:l1talions.
Michael O'Leary (70 ),'1Il honorary life memo

APS Sky·Skan AIISfflilia SponsorNI fJilllll'r. Aftl'm/ees clockwise (rolll (ronlll'ft: Tllllpi 1Ii11
/illl Rol,insoll (Allcklml(lJ, Clllrl' Williams tum/X'm", /I'""il' Zei/ll'f (SSA /,
Wllite liSA I, Ml/rA Ri8/)" (IIris/xIIII' !, /101'1 Jr(f RFII'( (Bris/!tllll'l, Marlin GearsI' (L'III11(,~ toll l,
Cllristinl' ,\toorl' OIl(II','fl'( (Atldllidl' l, IVI/)'III' Lookl'r (Ade/<liriC'J, G"'II Moorl' I IVo/lolIsur,S I.
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ber of the Astronomical Society of South
Australia, was involved with the planetarium in those early days, and saw it as an
opportunity to spread astronomical knowledge to the wider community.
O'Leary began his career as a naVigator in
the merchant navy about 50 years ago. The
understanding of the value of the stars as a
navigation tool led him to further study
about the night sky, this interest and his natural story telling ability led him to lecturing
in astronomy at WEA and the Adelaide
Planetarium, an involvement panning over
twenty five years. He and Mr Paul Curnow
run a number of exciting and interesting
courses including Discover the Night Sky and
Starlore and Solar System Astronomy. O'Leary
also hosts the popular Planetarium Proms, a
series of musical concerts under the stars
with all performers playing instruments
with just the projected starlight to see.
The Canberra Space Dome and Observatory, Australia has been receiving record
numbers of visitors and is now straining at
the seams to contain them all. They are trying to work out ways of increasing their
capacity to better cater for the number of
visitors they are receiving and are looking at
extending the Observatory complex. They
have also decided to upgrade the existing
video setup with an Adtec Soloist MPG2
hard drive system, which will replace the
aging laser disk players and VCR. They
believe that they are the first planetarium in
the Southern hemisphere to go for the "hard
drive solution".
Things have been busy at the University
of Guam Planetarium. They were just south
of the annularity line of the 11 June eclipse
and 97.5% of the sun was covered by the
moon. A little eclipse party was thrown
where Pam Eastlick had several projection
instruments and pinhole projectors set up
under a canopy (it rains there a lot!). The hit
of the morning, however was a mirror-projected image onto the shaded wall of a house
about 75 meters away. The point of maximum eclipse was clear and a good time was
had by all.
Shows for summer camps and schools are
in full swing and the June public show was a
new one Summer Skies featuring an anecdotal ramble through Guam's equatorial skies.
The hit constellation of the evening was
Musca the Fly. Come and visit some time!

British
iums

".:J·.JI'V~wIU

BAP held its AGM in Glasgow, Scotland,
over the Summer Solstice weekend, attended
by 46 members from all over the UK. This
provided a welcome opportunity to take a
first look at the Glasgow Science Centre - a
very impressive new facility featuring IMAX

and a 120-seater planetarium with Zeiss
Starmaster. Next year the plan is to go to the
Orkney archipelago in the hope of observing
an annular eclipse, and also visit some of its
many neolithic sites, including stone circles,
burial chambers and dwellings. In 2004 we
will be in the Welsh hills - so BAP members
are truly exploring and celebrating their
Celtic roots!
Thanks to those affiliates who are already
sending BAP their newsletters. The officers
hope to be able to reciprocate very soon. BAP
will shortly have a newsletter for the first
time in its twenty-year history. Its timing
will be equinoctial, and the format will be
electronic as well as hard copy, so access
should be straightforward. There should be
more information about this in the next edition of the Planetarian. BAP also has a very
enthusiastic webmistress (?), supported by a
group interested in developing the association's site <www.planetarium.org.uk>.
Finally, South Tyneside Planetarium has at
last managed to realize a long-term BAP plan
to develop a training scheme for planetarians. In September the first trainee begins
working alongside Eva Hans (BAP President).
During the year she (the trainee) will visit
other UK planetaria to get an idea of a range
of facilities and technologies. At the end of
her year she will be looking for a job, and it is
hoped that other training positiOns will be
established in South Tyneside and elsewhere
to continue the process.

Centres
There are some spectacular places from
which to observe the night sky in Canada,
and not all of them are outdoors! Canada's
planetariums and other centres of informal
science learning are represented by the
Canadian Association of Science Centres.
The Association supports our members
networking, and developing opportunities
for funding and collaborations. Some major
changes are underway within the organisation as it moves ahead to meet the challenges of our changing world, and develops
new programs and services to meet the
evolving needs of its diverse membership
base.
Among the new initiatives the CASC is
bringing a funding proposal to the federal
government to support a national program
in science promotion and learning, and is
continuing to build productive relationships
with federal organisations like the Canadian
Space Agency. New communications tools
include a regular newsletter, a website
<www.canadiansciencecentres.ca>.alistserve, and for the first time ever, a dedicated
office and staff person to liaise with members and co-ordinate the Association's initia-

Neutrino Observatory, a
beginning to reveal
into
fission reactions in our Sun from 6,800
below ground.
Most of Canada's major pl,me:taJ:iuJms
expressed an interest in the de'velopmt~nt
a new show about Canadian contlributJiorlS
and research in astronomy. With a wc)rkilng
title of Origins, the show would be a
rative production,
in both
and English, and available mid 2003. Work
on the show is
ahead thanks
leadership of Pierre
Montreal Planetarium and Allan
Calgary Science Centre's
facility.
The H R MacMillan Space Centre, '~I-,'-"'A'-L
with the Gemini Observatory, Canadian
Gemini Office (National Research Council
Canada), and the
of
Astronomy at the
Columbia,
held an "out-of-thisworld" contest. The contest, co-ordinated
Canadian Gemini Scientist Dr
and Space Centre astronomer
Peter
f'l..1C>TATI-,,,1'U invited school children across BC
to write about their favourite
The willing students' objects
the Gemini North telesc:oDle
observed
Hawaii, and the students would
framed picture of the observation.
Harveen Dhaliwal, a
4 student
Elementary in Abbotsford
won the junior category for her essay about
Pluto. In the senior category,
7 student
in
Ingrid Braul form Southlands
Vancouver won for her essay about the
Trifid Nebula. The contest grew larger than
anticipated because the observation of the
Trifid Nebula is so spectacular that Gemini
scientists may use the data for research into
star formation. If a research paper is produced, Braul will appear as a co-author. The
students received their posters at a ceremony
in the Space Centre planetarium in front of
200 of their classmates, teachers, and parents.
The presentation included an internet conference between Dhaliwal and Braul and
Gemini astronomers in Hawaii. A Gemini
Observatory press release at
.edu> gives all the details.
Changes are taking place at the Manitoba
Museum. A new and shorter name has
adopted; The Manitoba Museum, rather than
the old Manitoba Museum of Man and
Nature. The planetarium at the museum will

now be referred to as The Planetarium at the
Manitoba Museum. Long time p12metar1UlTI
and science centre head
Wurtak remains as Director of Education and Interpretative Programs.
1-1"1C>II"'I,nc:

Associ-

The XVII national Meeting of Italian Planetaria will be held on 13 October 2002, in the
natural park of Valli di Ostellato (North-East
of Italy, near the city of Ferrara, at 30 km
from the Adriatic Sea). A piece of curiosity:
this park is 5 meters below the sea level. The
astronomical activities in the area are managed by the local group of amateur astronomers (Gruppo Astrofili Columbia). There is a
popular observatory and many portable
domes (metallic and inflatable structures up
to 8 meters). These facilities are home-made,
also the star projector and auxiliary
effects. Therefore the 2002 Meeting will be
specially interesting for operators of small
and mobile planetaria.
Among the new itinerant planetaria we
signal the home-made model (six meter
diameter inflatable dome) managed by
Oriano Spazzoli and Claudio Zellermayer of
Ravenna «www.racine.ra.it/officinalcielo>;
e-mail address<officinadelcielo@libero.it> )
and the double itinerant planetarium of
Mangano Giuseppe of Palermo (Sicily), email address <planetour@virgilio.it>. During
our meetings among the Italian colleagues
there are some foreign speakers and we can
detail about the planetarium programs produced abroad. To organize these presentations we only ask to receive the show materials before the end of the summer. We will
send them back afterwards.
A new national initiative, that will be difagainst light pollution (5
fused during the
October), is a school contest that invite students to prepare an
leaflet with
drawings devoted to light pollution. The
prize for the best leaflet is a small planetarium. The deadline is 15 November.
N ext fall in Brescia area (North of
will be held two workshops, one devoted to
itinerant planetarium operators (26-27
October) organized by Serafino Zani Astronomical Observatory with the support of
Carl Zeiss S.pA, and the second with the participation of the French colleague Michel
Dumas concerning the realization of astronomical experiences using simple materials,
like cardboard, glue and scissors. The first
workshop will be held during the Week in
Italy with an American planetarium operator
organized with the support of ~~~~~'AA.'1'"1
Technology Inc.
Since 1996, Serafino Zani Astronomical
Observatory has yearly been organizing this
initiative in collaboration with the Mobile

Planetarium Committee of the International
Planetarium
This year the week
about
partic::ip,atlon in this workof a
will be free. There is also a
two hotel
stay offered to the operator
from the Eastern
Countries that will present the most
paper about
astronomy to the
and to schools. All documents and
papers will be selected
the
organizers and all documents nn"pnh>i1
the author
the
26 October.
The paper must be a short
with
(total duration 30 minutes)
about some activities of author's country,
concerning the promotion of astronomy to
the public and to schools, not
a planetarium but also
other institutions. The most
paper and therefore the winner of our
(two free hotel
in Brescia area on 2526 October) will be selected among the
papers received. The texts must be written
We will inform the winner before
Texts and some of the
the end of
must be sent to the
addresses: Centro Studi e Ricerche Serafino
Zani, Via Bosca 24, 25066 Lumezzane,
mail <info@serafinozanLit>; Patricia
ovska, Chalupkova 6,08005 Presov, Slovakia,
e-mail <pliPIDv:skal(g)T)ot)OJi:.Sk>.

Kevin Conod (New
and Alan Da'venmort
lations to the winners
ran for office.
The Middle Atlantic Planetarium
held its annual conference 8-11
2002
the Ecotarium
the New ~H""U.H~

VV\.)'LL"-,)U'-'I-'

H\... ........ ,>"'U.LH

Lllt',HJH.

to gamma.

vatories, Derrick Pitts'
Address, excellent papers and WU'lK:~Hl)!J:)
demonstrations of Minolta's
Globe system. Three tX'CelJUI[Ju,cU
Awards were fi<"'~"Qn tt,rI
this years MAPS Conference: Noreen
for
many years of service as Chair
Awards Committee. Ed Frederick for
cellent work as Conference Host.
support of pl(mE>taJ~iums.
for her
The 2003 Conference will be

The results from the latest election are

Haystack Radio Telescope, visited

the MAPS Conference in

The target age range is for students
years old.
Part of Project ASTRa (a program
volunteer astronomers with local tealchers
thirteen
sites around the USA),
Dublilshed in loose-leaf
for easy use in the classroom, and has
handouts for many of the activities. Also
included are 13 articles with basic astronomy
background information, a non-technical
astronomy glossary, and four
effective astronomy
and learning.
The cost of the book is $29.95. Until

Mystic Seaport Planetarium

15 meter (55 foot) diameter dome. The conference will hopefully include a trip to the
National Air and Space Museum in Washington, D.C. Details will be posted to the
MAPS web site soon; see <www.mapsplanetarium.org> [with the hyphen].
MAPS is inviting teachers, youth leaders,
amateur astronomers, museum educators
and others who are interested in working
with families to participate in Family ASTRa.
This exciting program is sponsored by
Raritan Valley Community College and the
Somerset County 4-H Youth Development
Program and developed by the Astronomical
Society of the Pacific. The next Family
ASTRO leader training will be on Saturday,
25 January 2003. To pre-register and for more
information about Family Astro please contact Lisa Rothenburger at the Somerset
County 4-H office at (+1) 908-526-6644. The
fee is $150 per person. Teachers will receive 6
hours of Continuing Education Credits.

Sad news: The Swedish outdoor science
center Teknoland in Falun lived for two seasons. Due to lack of communal support and
quadrupled sales tax, its founders G6ran
Back, Hans Carlson and Lars Broman decided
not to open for a third season and instead to
sell out all the exhibits and experiments (in
order to be able to pay the extra taxes and
other debts). Of the astronomical exhibits,
Kepler's dance was sold to Klockargarden in
the neighbor town Leksand and Walking on
the moon to a new Science Center in J6nk6ping in southern Sweden.
Then in June, also Falun Science Center
ceased to exist after ten years of operation,
much due to the same reasons. Most exhibits
were sold, like The four seasons and The nine
planets to Navet (The Hub) in Boras in

Southern Sweden. The Stella Nova Planetarium cloth dome has been saved as well as
The LED star chart, due to hopes that the
planetarium will be reborn under the auspices of Dalarna University during 2003, but
the rest of the planetarium was smashed into
pieces and transported to the city recycling
center (garbage dump).
One consequence is that the address of
Nordic Planetarium Association now is c/o
Lars Broman, Dalarna University, SE 791 88
Falun, Sweden, <LBR@du.se>.

The Holt Planetarium at Lawrence Hall of
Science, University of California, Berkeley
released the latest planetarium show in the
Planetarium Activities for Student Success
(PASS) series. It's Volume 13, Northern Lights,
dedicated to and by Franck Pettersen,
renowned planetarium educator from Norway who passed away in August of 2000. For
info about it, see <www.lawrencehallof
science.org/pass>.
A collection of hands-on astronomy activities in Spanish will be published by the
Astronomical Society of the Pacific (ASP), El
Universo a sus pies. A 490-page collection of
some of the very best astronomy and space
science activities, selected by panels of veteran educators, has been translated into
Spanish and published by the non-profit
SOCiety. The 55 ready-to-use classroom activities in the collection are drawn from the
Society's own programs and from projects
and curricula from around the U.S. and
Canada. A number derive from NASA missions and workshops. They include such
favorites as The Reasons for the Seasons, The
Venus Topography Box, The Toilet Paper Solar
System Model, Inventing an Alien, Galaxy
Sorting, and Creating Your Own Constellations.

site
scstore> (look for it under the In the Classroom section.) The production of El Universo
a sus pies has been made possible
a
from the National Science Foundation.
The translations (which include
attention to cultural issues and to
from the Southern
viewed
a panel of bilingual scientists
educators from the U.S. and several "-y"\'~n1cn_
speaking countries. The original activities
English were collected and reviewed with
the support of grants from NSF and
NASA Offices of Space Science and Education. The materials in El Universo a sus
are selected and translated from The Universe
at Your Fingertips and More Universe
Fingertips, two
collections of
ties and resources
the
r.hC01'U1rHT

As was
earlier, Bradenton's
Planetarium suffered a devastating fire
on the morning of 23
last year.
May of this year the Board of Directors decided to rebuild the planetarium. Their decision
an
camwas influenced
paign by various individuals and groups in
the region that made it clear that the
tarium was an important and necessary part
of the community.
The 2002 SEP A Conference was cancelled
on fairly short notice. Major construction
delays forced the cancellation of the conference, which was to have been held at the
new planetarium at the Louisiana Arts and
Science Center in Baton Rouge, Louisiana. As
an alternative, SEPA will hold a business
meeting and social get-together at the IPS
Conference in Wichita.
SEP A has decided to hold the 2003 conference in Baton
in June, after
mond, Virginia,
to postpone their
conference hosting until 2004. For up to date
information regarding SEPA, visit the
site at <www.sepadomes.org>.
U

Reliable Control Systems, Including:
Universal Theater Control System
Full Color Laser Displqy
Pleiades Cove Lighting Jjstem
Full Line if Multimedia
Aquila Time Code Controller
Planetarium Upgrades and
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Portable Planetarium
Use the STARlAB planetarium, an exciting and effective
educational tool, for:
'" school & community outreach
'" training programs
'" hands~on education
'" multicultural education
'" workshops
'" public relations
'" special events
'" fundraising
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THE SAFER SOlARTElES(OPE

.. convenient and safer than other telescopes for solar
observation
.. ideal for small groups
.. useful for viewing the sun, eclipses, tracking the position of
sunspots, and for daily record keeping
"It's a clever device, an easy and extremely p(ntable way to view
the sun . .. it's a great way to demonstrate that the sun rotaies,
that sunspots change, and that the number of sunpots changes
over the solar cycle. I'm sold on them. /I

- Jim Manning, Taylor Planetarium,
Museum of the Rockies,
and Associate Editor, The Planetarian

When I was first approached about taking
over the responsibility for writing this column, I admit that I agreed to do it with a bit
of trepidation in my heart. I certainly wanted to contribute whatever I could to the
magazine, in service to our beloved society.
I'd been reading the column for nearly two
decades and I'd always enjoyed finding out
who had done what and where they were
now. "How hard could it be to find news
about other planetarians", I'd thought to
myself. "What a fantastic opportunity to
stay connected to such a great bunch of people", I said, continuing my efforts to convince myself of the merits of the post.
predecessor assured me that lots of folks
would send me news items and if I asked the
regionals to send me their newsletters, that I
would have plenty to report on. Since the
aforementioned regionals are covered qUite
well in the "International News" section of
this publication, I decided that I would focus
my fact finding efforts on other methods of
reportage. So, I've been relying on the small
number of you who have sent me contributions on a regular basis, who, I can count on
one and a half hands. The majority of the
content for this column has been culled
from the discussions on Dome-L and other
list servers to which I subscribe. [To subscribe
to Dome-L, send a blank email to Dome-Lsubscribe@topica.com.] But that method of
news reporting only related the news from
the most vocal of those from our profession.
I wanted to hear from the farthest reaches of
the planetarium community. With each
quarterly column I have asked you kind

readers to send me more news. And with
each
season, I've heard
a
word. I realize that a large number of members only speak English as a second language,
but surely some of them must be reading my
quarterly plea for news!
For some time now I've been asking my
editor for permission to change the nature of
this column, and each time he has said, "Sure
... whatever ... go for it". So this edition of the
Gibbous Gazette will break from tradition in
an attempt to bring you the reader a bit closer to your colleagues. To cut across the
boundaries of space and of time. To boldly
go where no Gibbous Gazette has gone before! Ahhhh, let's take a few steps backwards
and I'll try to fill you in on my attempt to reinvent this column.
Two years ago I thought that I would try
and find someone in the society who I could
feature in a dossier type interview. This planetarian would be someone who was at the
forefront of the industry. Someone who was
on the cutting edge of technology. Someone
who was behind one of the largest remodeling projects in the planetarium field. After
locating a suitable candidate, I sent a few
interview questions via email and sat back
and waited for a response, and waited and
waited and waited. It turns out that my interviewee never got the email. There had
been some mail delivery error and in the
ensuing lapse of time, I had missed my submission deadline.
My next attempt to spice up the column
was to try and include some photographs in
an effort to liven up the look of the column.
After reviewing the submission
and after looking over the unglamorous
head shots I had from the last show
reception that I had attended, I surmised that
I'd have to wait for an upcoming installment
to add the much needed illustrative assistance.
Well now again my deadline draws near
and in spite of a relatively qUiet quarter in
planetarium history and my frantic preparations for the IPS conference in Wichita, I
once again approach the computer to
my column. This time it'll be different. I'll
return to myoId friend liThe Internet" to
close the gaps between planetariums. With
an optimistic mind and head full of search
terms I type, http://www.google.com ...
f'or-or.r\ilr> .....

Director
The search term "planetarium director
retires" provided a web page from the
Detroit News listing the activities from the
area school districts. Here I found out that
Richard C. Ensign, Planetarium Director
from the Crestwood School District Planetarium in Dearborn Heights, Michigan, would

be
at the end of the 2001 school
after 32 years of service. I also learn
Crestwood is one of the few school
within the Metro Detroit Area with
planetarlufn. He had been with the
since it was built in 1969. It's a familiar story
we hear time and
It
goes to show
that once
been bitten
Planetarium
From opening
up thI'OUllh
the Internet his lessons, Richard led the way
for thousands of students in the c.v·,....lr'.... ':>·!-i"......
of space. Richard even used a short wave
radio to help students communicate
Russian Cosmonauts. Richard is also a
You can read his
tribute to
granaratJ:1er at the Friends of Stardust Home
H.-<'-HH.n.. c>

.html. And in recognition of his years of service, the
has been named in
honor. Check out their website at

way Planetarium in Flint,
stepped in to fill Richard's shoes and shows.

The search term
shows" created a huge listing of various facilities from
around the
But the names and
were too familiar. I was
for news
facilities.
from the small and
A
IT_rW_T·nC._TA7-::1U

gave me an idea. The website listed the
of a show with a
alien character
named Bleamer. There had to be some references to other
characters or
mascots somewhere on the Internet.

Mascots
The search term
mascot"
lead me to a page that listed the address of
the
Priya1dru:shini Planetarium near Hotel Mascot in Thivandrum, Kerala, India.
in
1994, this is a large facility with a GOTO GMT
in a 15 meter dome with 250
seats.
are open 10 am to 5 pm
except Monday. The Planetarium Director is
Professor K. Ramachandran Nair.
I didn't find their mascots but a
of
science links in Scotland listed both the
Aberdeen
Planetarium (Goto
2500 stars) and the Dundee
Planetarium at Mills
(Viewlex
pf()le~~to~r, 1000 stars). You can visit

the way, the "mascot" was at the Science
Club On The Internet site at

.scotLorg.uk/. Stop by and give SCOTI a pat!
Speaking of dogs and mascots, the staff of
the Melbourne Planetarium at Scienceworks
in Melbourne, Australia are at it again with a
sequel to their wildly successful Tycho to the
Moon show. In his latest adventure, Tycho
Stars Again, this adorable 3D animated
canine visits the stars and constellations
with Canis Major as his guide!
I only found one mascot online at
http://www.morehead.unc.edu/MP50/mp50.
html. This website features the results of a
contest to create an alien mascot to mark the
50th anniversary of the Morehead Planetarium back in 1997. MP-SO, as he was named,
looks very happy on his web page. What a
great idea to drum up interest from the local
community.
If you've got a Planetarium Mascot, I
would love to feature it in a future column,
so don't forget to drop me a note and be sure
to forward a picture as well!

Planetarium Exhibits
The search term "planetarium exhibits"
led me to some very interesting links. If
you're looking for a new career in astronomy, you'll find some useful suggestions at
http:// careers.ns. u texas.edu/Student/ Career%
200ptions/ Astronomy.htm. In addition to
Planetarium Exhibit Planner/Guide, you will
find other worthy pursuits including Computer Programmer, Educator, Optical Design
Specialist, Photographer, Science Writer,
Special Effects Artist and Telescope Operator.
Hey wait a minute! Planetarians do almost
all of those things, and more!
Did you know that there is a new exhibit
dedicated to the history of the planetarium?
According to a press release from the website
of Zeiss, Inc., the exhibit is located in the
Optical Museum of the Ernst Abbe Stiftung
in Jena, Germany. The new exhibit room
opened in March 2002 and it contains
antique celestial globes, an early Zeiss ZKP 1
small-dome planetarium, and one of the first
projectors made by Spitz, Inc'/USA. In addition to the original eqUipment the display
features scale models, technical drawings and
detailed descriptions of how planetariums
display other atmospheric effects.
The press release concludes, "The concept
of the exhibition and the selection of the
exhibits must be credited, above all, to Dr.
LudWig Meier, one of the fathers of modern
Zeiss planetariums, and Dr. Hans Meinl, scientific director of the Jena Zeiss Planetarium.
Wolfgang Hahne, who has built and installed Carl Zeiss planetariums for decades,
put the technical exhibits into functional
condition, and Atelier Artus of Erfurt added
their expertise in exhibition design and pre-
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sentation./I
Did you also know that there was an
exhibit called Space: Past, Present and Future
that chronicles the achievements of Iowa's
Space Pioneers? If you're like me you probably thought the only space pioneer from
Iowa was Captain James T. Kirk, but in fact,
James Van Allen and others from the
Department of Physics and Astronomy at
the University of Iowa played a pivotal role
in developing scientific instrument packages
that have flown on US spacecraft since 1958.
And in fact one of their antenna mechanisms is on its way to Saturn on board the
Cassini spacecraft. You can get a description
of the exhibit and see where it has been
shown at http://www.pw.physics.uiowa.edu
rdag/museum/museum.html. When I clicked on the link of the last venue where it had
appeared, I found myself at the web address
for the Sanford Planetarium and Museum
located in Cherokee, Iowa at http://mail
.cherokee.k12.ia. usr sanford/ de fa ul t.h tm.
"This is it", I exclaimed, "I have found the
planetarium I want to feature in the next
edition of my column!" The website was simple but it gave me just enough information
to verify my initial hunch. I called and spoke
to Educator Kerisa Pingel about the history
of the museum and about their planetarium
in particular. She explained that the museum
was built and is endowed by a trust fund set
up by local banker M. S. Sanford and his wife
Maude in memory of their only son Tiel,
who passed away at an early age due to a
heart condition. The museum is open every
day of the year, except for major holidays,
and it has a full-time staff of three. Admission is always free as specified by the trust
fund and if you are lucky enough to be in
town on the last Sunday of the month, you
can catch the monthly public sky show. In
addition to the public shows, school shows
are also given by appointment. Kerisa shares
the responsibility of presenting the planetarium shows with Museum Director Linda
Burkhart. Assistant Director Michele DeiberKumm rounds out the team. The planetarium is equipped with a Spitz Al Projector
which was installed in 1953 and the planetarium is proud to be the first planetarium in
Iowa. Kerisa told me that they have two
other Al Projectors around, "just for parts".
Planetarium shows here are simple because
they don't have a lot of gizmos and gadgets
at this facility. They sometimes start off with
a slide talk in an adjoining room and then
the audience heads into the planetarium for
a look at the stars and constellations. In addition to the planetarium, the museum also
contains the Sanford Room with the personal effects and heirlooms of the Sanford

Family. "Maude was very meticulous
chronicling the family
, Kerisa
explained. Her planning left behind a
shot of 100+ years of Americana.
well
documented inside the museum are archaeological specimens of prehistoriC Mill
Indians. The Museum is the official mE~etJlllg
place of the Northwest Chapter of the Iowa
Archaeological Society. I plan to
with Kerisa and Linda at the IPS conference
in Wichita so I can feature their ",i,'-/-".,.o('
the next edition of this column. Cherokee,
Iowa is located along the Little Sioux
and it has a population of about 6,000
dents.
And while you're in Iowa, don't
stop by for a visit in Riverside, The
Birthplace of Captain James T. Kirk. You can
sneak at peek at place on the web at,
/ /www.roadsideamerica.com/attract/IARIV.
html
A further search of the term "Sanford
Planetarium" turned up numerous links to
others in the field. You'll find pictures from
the SCC Planetarium in Sanford, Florida and
from members of the South Florida Astronomical Society at the web address,
www.cfas.org/gallery.htm. You'll also find
numerous links to Planetarium Director
Walter Sanford from the
Center
for Sky Awareness at the Carl
Middle School in Alexandria,
has got to be my favorite name for a
tarium. Visit Walter on the web at
www.wsanford.com. You'll even find an
endorsement from the Sanford Eh~mentary
School in Sanford, Colorado for a
Starlab program by a firm called Mobile Ed
Productions out of Redford, Michigan. Vice
President Joanne Love was pleasant sounding when I called her toll free number (800433-7459). She explained that Mobile Ed's
Starlabs visit about 748 schools a year
over 300,000 students step inside the
portable planetariums. Including the other
science programs they deliver,
have
over 6000 contracts and they see over two
million students nationwide!
And not to be confused with the Sanford
Planetarium, there is a planetarium inside
the newly built Science Building on the campus of Samford University in Birmingham,
Alabama. The largest and most ~AIJ'-.'hH
project ever undertaken by the University,
this new facility combines classrooms,
research labs and other support spaces for
Samford's Biology, Chemistry and
Departments. SPITZ, Inc. of Chadds Ford,
Pennsylvania provided the 40-foot diameter
planetari urn theater wi th
Video Panorama, surround sound, and
System 1024 Projector for stars which is con-

trolled via ATM-4 theater automation.
If you've got a new planetarium exhibit that you are excited about and
would like to share the news with others,
you know what to do ...

New Planetaria
After extensive remodeling the Volkssterrenwacht Beisbroek, a public observatory in Brugge, Belgium, opened its new
multimedia visitors' center including a
planetarium, on March 30th, 2002. The
planetarium is equipped with a Zeiss Skymaster ZKP 3 Projector. The facility is a
popular destination for cyclists and hikers. You can hike over to their website at
http://www.beisbroek.be.
Goto Optical Mfg., Co. has installed
their first ever CHRONOS Star Projector
at the Rollins Planetarium at Young
Harris College in Young Harris, Georgia
from May 13-26,2002. The planetarium
director is Dr. Kent Montgomery. Congratulations to the crew from Goto and
to John Hare and Ken Miller on an exciting installation! Check out the photos
from the installation at http://www
.goto.co.jp/topics/topics-e.html.

Semantics
I hear a lot of talk these days about
what is and what is not the oldest operating star projector in the world. While on
my quest for references about small and
obscure planetariums, I stumbled upon
http://www.planetarium-friesland.nl.
Here is a website that lays claim to the
oldest operating planetarium in the
world! Located in the town of Franeker,
The Netherlands, the Eisinga Planetarium was the work of Eise Eisinga, the
local wool carder. He installed his planetarium in the ceiling of his home. He was
inspired to the task by a rare conjunction
of planets in the year 1774. I'm not sure
about your definition of the word planetarium, but if it includes artificial representation of the heavens on a ceiling,
then this one sure fills the bill!
Well, I'm well on my way to starting a
new era with this column! I hope you
have enjoyed this edition and I hope you
will send along your news of mascots or
shows or exhibits for future editions. I'm
also interested in finding old brochures
or advertisements from vendors and
planetariums. I, and the rest of the society look forward to your contributions.
You can reach me at the address at the
beginning of this column. Thanks!
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at IPS2002 showed, in some cases,
of the

you may think, the
to stay, and will
and better. What ov,rihi .... "
and what an "-A'--H_'''fl

As I write these words, over 400 of you are
to Wichita for IPS 2002,
getting ready to
our
conference. One week from
tonight, our welcoming reception will be
underway. However, as you read this, at least
6 weeks has passed since the conference
ended. Such timing makes it difficult to
write this column, since what I do write will
be far out of date. Not only that, but my
time is being spent preparing for the conference, and little else is on my mind. I might
begin by
"What a wonderful time we
had". But that is second-guessing. What I can
do is tell you about the
you will have
seen.
The conference saw a number of firsts. The
most amazing to me were the planetarium
presentations. For the first time since the
invention of the planetarium projector in
1923, technology has finally reached a point
where a central star projector is not required
for a good star field. The digital real-time and
full-color star field has arrived. The rlic'nl'HT(,

is upon us as an
will re-kindle us,
us and
us
in many ways.
Like
PCs, few people can afford the
new
systems. Yet focus on that issue
solely and you miss the point, PCs are now
ubiquitous. Not
that, but
PCs
far outpace the earlier, more
sions. Since the some new "'" e'""
nr,r.i""rt,nrc use the
then

theaters to

ditions for domes under 30-feet across
Now it is part of my
to rec:ogm;~E
not everyone likes the
with the
apprc)ac.h. However,
in ten to twenty
1'Yl<1,'Ar',t-u of plclllE'tal:iums

Clrl,AT",rll'lYl

plametar'iUlm i-.-,rl,,,,h·,,? in
forms is that there are a lot of
peowho have
on
ple out there
such
and at a hiring
that is
affordable to
institutions.
While the larger institutions will still aim for
the nlC'''-L<>rln
the smaller facilities are benefiting from such
big investments via the trickle-down techthat
follows. With a wider
from, the creative propool of talent to
ductions that will follow will
and richness for plcmE'tal'lUlm

try since the 2000 conference in Montreal is
staggenng, The pace of
that this year I have often
whether IPS should be H~'JU"t-.

my own
entire council. Council would have
sider such radical moves, but we
members and
officers represent you,
and we vote
the members of the
your behalf. So if you think this is
idea or a bad idea, let's discuss out
open so that we can air different views.
Our conference
reach a
mass
of more
egates that it is hard get
because the
is not
after year. This often necessitates a

we were
would follow.
More
conferences would create
at an international level
more active
than it is
The
could be followed more

council and mI2ill.berstnp.
time to grow and mature.
seeds, and I am
them far

Some will grow, and some won't. Since we
are a voluntary organization, the reaction at
present is that we are already busy enough.
This is true. But some lateral thinking is
required to see how to make such new things
happen. And we all know how hard lateral
thinking is when you're too busy just to
keep up.
That's enough of the wild ideas, back to
the present. I can tell you that untold hours
given by my staff and others at Exploration
Place have gone into this year's conference
preparation, all with the invaluable and constant support of Dr Al DeSena, President of
Exploration Place in Wichita, Kansas. The
last year has been tough financially for nearly every institution of any size, and AI's constant steady support of my department's
work in preparing for the conference was
invaluable as we worked through our own
set of challenges.
The key, however, to a really good conference is not all about the organizing committee. The key is each of you. You are either a
member from a planetarium institution, or
you are a member who works for a company
that supports a planetarium industry, or you
are a member at large who works in the
wider science center industry, or planetariums are help you communicate a message
through collaborations. Either way, each of
you makes a significant contribution to the
success of the conference. In fact, once the
organization is in place, the success of the
conference can be credited to each of you. It
is your profeSSionalism, experience, and willingness to share your thoughts and experiences in an open forum of discussion and
debate that really makes a conference a success. With so many advances in the industry,
many of you shared your experience with
delegates this year at IPS2002. For that, a very
big "Thank You". As I write I can only anticipate the buzz that this conference will generate, having seen the program that you contributed to. I hope that these weeks later, you
are still energized by the experience.
For the first time at an IPS conference, we
had a significant presence by NASA. For the
past 18 months of my role with IPS, I, and
others on council, have been encouraging
NASA to talk with IPS. At the same time,
NASA has shown an increasing interest and
willingness to sit down and listen to how we
operate, to learn about our diversity as an
industry, and begin to look for new ways to
collaborate.
NASA has been building the infrastructure
of a support network for eight years. Led by
Dr Jeffrey Rosendhal of NASA headquarters,
the giant structure has reached a point
where it can handle the new mandate issued
by NASA Administrator, Sean O'Keefe - to

inspire the next generation of scientists and
engineers ... as only NASA can. We in the
planetarium industry are in the business of
inspiring people. We think we do an excellent job. So what could be better than to
build better collaborative structures at the
strategic level to help facilitate closer ties. I
believe IPS has a leading role to play in developing such strategies, but we do need your
input.
In June, many planetarium colleagues
joined the first ever NASA Education and
Public Outreach (E/PO) conference, held in
Chicago. Delayed from its original date of
September 12, 2001, the June conference
attracted over 300 educators from inside
NASA and from outside NASA. It is fortunate
that our IPS conference followed the
Chicago conference by just six weeks. Dr
Rosendhal will have spoken at the Wichita

IPS conference, and we will have had opportunities to share thoughts with a
of
E/PO staff. Such dialogue is HYllnrH'T"a~T
our institution to understand the NASA
institution so that we can better communicate and collaborate. I am confident
new ideas will spring from these discussions
that will benefit the most important
of all, our visitors.
Later this year I will be representing IPS
a strategic planning session with NASA as
they develop the Administration's educational goals. Such discussions as these have
far-sighted goals, but the fruits of the
will, I hope, help many down the road.
I must get back to arranging details of the
IPS2002 conference. Six
to go. But now I
must end with the words, "It was nice
you at IPS2002".

Discussions included a aUIEstilon
"How do students and adults obtain
astronomy information?" We discussed how
the answers to that
impact our
work.
Evening events included: dinner and
Taurus sessions at
mellow music by
Nick Platco, a trip to Niagara Falls to see the
lights on the water, and a movie (The Im-

portance ofBeing Ernest)!

Thanks to the
Michaels and the
School District, located in Buffalo,
New York, we had a fabulous three-day
m{~etlmg of Powerful Interactive Planetarium
(PIPS)! We met from Thursday (June
(June 15) and so this latest
mE~et]ng turned into a three-day "sharea-thon!"
were invited to attend one, two or
three
Each
activities ran from 8:30
AM to 4 PM and the evening activities lasted
till the wee hours of the morning. Invited
guest
Ron Ernst, NASA Aerospace
Education Services
andJohn Stoke,
Office of Public Outreach
Telescope
Science Institute, told us the latest and greatest from NASA; Phil Groce, (MegaSystems,
Inc.) Masafumi Harada and Shigeki
(Minolta Planetarium Co. Ltd.) demonstrated
MediaGlobe.
Partic:loants in Ron's Thursday workshops
able to get Lunar Rock and Meteorite
certification and practice some activities
that demonstrated some of the difficulties
involved when living and working in space.
Ron also provided a wealth of free materials
and demonstrated some internet sites that
will be extremely useful in our work.
For the next two days we shared with each
other:
John Stoke provided a report on the
Hubble Space Telescope along with another
wealth of materials and resources.
Lessons and presentations, under the
dome, were given by Paul Krupinski, Kathy
Michaels, and me.
MediaGlobe demonstrations were given
Phil Groce, and we got to play with the
programs and
out how it works. On
the last
we even dressed it up with a hat
and some arms! ilDanger, Danger, Will Robinson!"

There were no registration fees; breakfast,
lunch and snacks and one dinner were provided! Learning Technologies, Inc., O.C.M,
B.O.C.E.S., Kathy Michaels, and a PLATO
Grant from NASA provided funding for this
meeting.
All in all, those who attended
that
it was certainly a great
and very
worthwhile. The next meeting will be September 12th in Schenectady, New York, with
another in
2003.
Have your own PIPS meeting! Contact me,
I'll tell you how!

National Standards (1997)
Mission Mathematics Grades K-6;
087353-434-4
Mission Mathematics Grades 5-8; ISBN:
87353-435-2
ISBN:
Mission Mathematics Grades
87353-436-0

showed me this one:
Ronald GO'Odmaln
P.O.
Rosebud Sioux Reservation,
South Dakota 57570-0490 USA
Tni,:rpr'~ihT

tary Science
McGraw Hill Book
017717-1

'-'~.H~~"A.H

list:
This list was generated at the June PIPS
meeting.

Ron Ernst's List
Do Your Ears Pop in Space? by Mike Mullane
(Astronaut) 1997; ISBN: 0-471-15404-0.
Write mmullane@aol.com for

The Handy Space Answer Book

Phillis
Engelbert & Diane L. Dupuis; ISBN: 157859-085-X
The Handy Science Answer Book cOlml=Hled
Science & Technology Department of the
Carnegie
of Pittsburgh, 1994; ISBN:
0-7876-1013-5
On the Shuttle-Eight Days in Space
Barbara
Bondar & Dr. Roberta Bondar

Two sisters, one flew and one recorded it. 1993;
ISBN: 1-895688-12-4

The Visual Dictionary of Flight
Visual Dictionaries; ISBN: 1-56458-101-2

Air, Wind and Flight by Mick Seller.

to
make science experiments; ISBN: 1-56924008-6
Flight and Flying Machines by Steve Parker;
ISBN: 1-56458-236-1

Planes, Gliders, Helicopters and Other
Machines How Things Work; ISBN: 1-85697869-9

UV'J~V'''''i',J

to all for the errors!

1. Jane Sadler wrote to say, ill

more
the March 2002 article
other manufacturers of the
You
have an email address for us that is at least 6
years old and defunct...we are ST ARLAB@
STARLAB.com not ST ARLABlti @aol.com.
Also, Zeiss has not been our EurOl)ean
for at least 4 years. Can you PLEASE
correct this information in the next issue?
Our
dealer is: Universe
sions,
40, D-07937 Zeulenroda,
49 0 3 66 28/97
00-0; Fax 49 0 3 66 28/97 00-0.
info@universedimensions.de
Thanks, Jane"
2. Lars wrote to tell me that the
papers were not meant
for small and
mobile dome people but would be of interest
to others. I
will be interested in
these papers in a
of weeks!

<l:'1!".·.,.. .... "'.!'Ir"II.,... ""'1 Interactive
Lars Broman and Per Broman (Dalarna
SE 791 88
Sweden,lbr@
Co,mlTIuni<:ating Science - New

Bill Dean's Book ofBalsa Flying Models; ISBN: 1871547-10-5

Blast Off! A Space Coloring Book by Norma
Cole; ISBN: 0-88106-498-X

The Airplane Alphabet Book by Jerry Pallotta,
Fred Stillwell, and Rob Bolster; ISBN: 088106-907-8,175

Science Experiments to Amuse and Amaze Your
Friends by Brenda Walpole 1988 ISBN: 0394-89991-1, AIMS Education Foundation,
PO Box 8120, Fresno, CA 93737-8120;

Per Broman and Lars Broman (Dalarna
SE 791 88 Falun, Sweden,
pbn@du.se, Ibr@du.se)

Another int,ere~;tir,l'l
the IPS COl1ter'enc:e2()U2:

has been added to

Curriculum for a
John R Land (Broken Arrow
Public
Broken Arrow, Oklahoma,
USA)

Abstract: The Broken Arrow Oklahoma
school systems serves a large suburban area
southeast of Tulsa Oklahoma. We have over
13,000 students spread over 20 campuses. I
teach astronomy courses at the Senior High
campus and as such am considered the local
"Astronomy Expert" for the area. When our
school system obtained a Learning Technologies STARLAB portable planetarium in
1994 our teachers were eager to "bring the
universe to their classrooms." However, their
lack of knowledge in astronomy and the
sheer size of ST ARLAB made many of them
reluctant to try STARLAB on their own. We
brought together a team of interested teachers to develop self-contained curriculum
units with easy-to-follow instructions and
audiotapes for several different grade levels
and topics. STARLAB captains are trained at
each campus to use the planetarium and act
as mentors to the other teachers. In this presentation I will share some of our STARLAB
curriculum units and my personal experiences learned from working with portable
planetarium systems since 1982.

Starlab Week in Italy - A
Chance
a
This is just a reminder for you to write or
call me for an application. All applications
must be in by March IS, 2003. Don't miss this
opportunity to apply for a wonderful week
in Italy.
Comments from three past participants
may convince you that it is a worth applying!
"This is the wonderful opportunity you've

been looking for: to teach astronomy to an
eager and receptive audience, to work with
excellent educators, and to experience a
beautiful and welcoming culture.
now!" -April Whitt, Director Fernbank
Science Center Planetarium, Georgia, American in Italy 1999
experience with the Teacher in Italy
program was wonderful. It was a whirlwind
week of new experiences. I enjoyed teaching
students from Brescia schools and meeting
teachers of the area. Further, I enjoyed seeing
beautiful Northern Italy and working with
Loris Ramponi. I highly recommend the experience to other planetarium teachers./I Jeanne Bishop, Director Westlake Schools
Planetarium, Ohio, American in Italy 1996
"Planetariums have always been technologically dependent. In fact, technology
defines the very concept. The beauty of the
sky and the concepts of astronomy are the
reason for the effort of all this technology,
however. Today many of us in the planetarium field are overwhelmed by, and all but
consumed by the technology, but not Loris
Ramponi!
ilL oris is an educator with his priorities
firmly fixed, and the teaching of astronomy
is priority number one. Not only has Loris
developed an outstanding set of astronomy
programs in his home of Brescia Italy, but he
has found a way to involve American astronomy educators as well.
eight days in Italy Stuffing a STARLAB unit into the back of Loris' small Italian
car and bumping off to area schools was one
of the best times I have had in many years.

sentation and content. It was a
that was fun and n u , . ' - u u ' n
liThe best part however, was
chance to see Northern
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venture no one should pass up./I -I< onrrnn.nr1
Shubinski, Director East
Center & Planetarium, American
2000.
H.'-.ULC''--',"

Ray
Elmwood Place,
United
E-mail: ra,rmlon(j@:stalCgazr
.demon.co.uk wrote to tell me the wC)llclertul
news that he and his wife are now
grandparenits! It's a beautiful bOllncing
Tobias Michael
and

That's All for Now.
about
will be in the December column!

The Griffith Observatory, in the interest of stimulating the flow of information between scientists, science writers, and the
ly announces the sponsorship by Boeing of an annual offering of awards for the best articles in astronomy,
and space
The stipulations are as follows:
* Awards will be made on March IS, 2003, for the articles which best communicate to the average reader, material of current or nls:rOlClC<U
interest in astronomy, astrophysics, and space science.
* Articles must be a minimum of 10 pages and a maximum of 15 pages in length, tUl"p~ATrith>n
nied by a brief biographical sketch of the author. At least two finished, camera-ready ink
or ph.otlogl:ar)hs,
tion, must be included. The author's name should appear only on a cover sheet and not on the pages of the article itself.
* The awards are: $1000.00 First Prize; $350.00 Second Prize; $200.00 Third Prize; $150.00 Fourth Prize;
Honorable Mention
* All articles must be postmarked by December 31, 2002. The contest is open to all interested persons (Griffith
and
employees excepted).
* All winning articles become property of the Griffith Observatory. The winning articles will be published in the
* Previously published articles will not be accepted.
* Any number of articles may be submitted to the contest by one person, but only one prize will be awarded to a nri;nnirHT
* Judging will be done at the Griffith Observatory, and the decision of the judges is final. Each entry is judged :.lYlI"ln':nYlr>'
author IS identity is unknown to all of the judges.
* Address all articles to:
Awards Committee
c/o Griffith Observatory
2800 East Observatory Road
Los Angeles, California 90027
(323) 664-1181

Last Light
April S. Whitt
Fernbank Science Center
156 Heaton Park Drive NE
Atlanta, Georgia 30307
april.whitt@fernbank.edu
"Retired people often do things that other
folks don't do, like watch The Tonight Show
with Jay Leno on NBC on April 8," Jane Hastings' email message began. On Mondays, he
does a segment called "Headlines". People
from all over the country send him stuff
from magazines, newspapers, etc. that are
funny misprints, incongruous word combinations, etc. This night, he showed a planetarium brochure that had a sentence about
the Christmas program which read "... the
wise men visit a manager in Bethlehem".
Mark Percy runs a planetarium in Williamsville, New York, where winters are nippy.
"The heat was off in the building one day,"
he said, "and of course the planetarium theater was freezing." When a whining group of
middle school students complained, he
explained that he was simulating the freezing cold of space. "And later," he told them,
"I'll remove the air."
When Kathy Michaels was getting started
in the planetarium education field, she visited a planetarium in Michigan to see how it
was done. Her host showed her some of the
school programs, discussed giving live
lessons under the dome, and the topic of
"How do you know if the kids get too
scared?" came up. Kathy remembers, "He said
that you could listen to the noise level during the program, or afterward you could go
around and feel the seats."
Regional planetarium conferences are
wonderful for the participants, but an incredible amount of work for the hosts. Middle Atlantic Planetarium Society host Ed
Fredrick at the Eco-tarium in Worcester,
Massachusetts said that as this year's MAPS
meeting date approached, he was talking
with treasurer Dennis Kurtz every day, by
telephone or email. One stressful morning he
had tried several times to reach Dennis by
phone, but could only reach Dennis' voice
mail. Noticing the "messages" light was flashing on his own phone, he checked to see
who was calling him. It was Dennis.
Ed also described teaching in the WISE
program, a lecture series for senior citizens.
The group was fascinated with the planetari-
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um and the lectures, particularly the one
about star formation. "As the group was leaving the planetarium," Ed recalled, "I overheard one lady say, 'If I'm still around next
year, I'm going to sign up again!' "

Bumper Stickers:
So many stupid people, So few comets.
Quantum Mechanics: The dreams stuff are
made of.
Photons have mass ?!? I didn't even know
they were Catholic ...
OK, so what's the speed of dark?

Living on Earth may be expensive, but it
includes an annual free trip around the Sun.
I like you, but I wouldn't want to see you
working with subatomic particles.
Don't bother me, I'm busy conserving energy, momentum, and angular momentum.
I don't like electrons; they've always had a

negative influence on society.
A seminar on time travel will be held two
weeks ago.
My Other Car is a Saturn (or Galaxy or
Subaru or _ _ _ _)

Tech Support
Many of us work with high-tech equipment that functions mysteriously (if it functions at all), and can spend some time waiting for help from the support team. My new
office mate, Angela Sarrazine, forwarded this
list:
The Top 12 Things You Don't Want to Hear
From Tech Support
#12. "Do you have a sledgehammer or a brick
handy?"
#11. "That's right, not even McGyver could
fix it."
#10. "So - what are you wearing?"
#9. "Duuuuuude! Bummer!"
#8. "Looks like you're gonna need some new
dilithium crystals, Cap'n"

#7. "Press 1 for Support. Press 2 if
with
'60 Minutes.' Press 3 if you're with the
FTC"
#6. "We can fix this, but you're gonna need a
butter knife, a roll of duct tape and a car
battery."
#5. "I'm sorry, Dave, I'm afraid I can't do
that./I
#4. "In layman's terms, we call that the
Hindenburg Effect."
#3. "Hold on a second.... Mom! Timmy's hittingme!"
#2. "OK, turn to Page 523 in your copy of
'Dianetics'."
And the No.1 Thing You Don't Want to Hear
From Tech Support...
#1. "Please hold for Mr. Gates' attorney./I

From http://www.physlink.com
IFun/Jokes.cfm:
Heisenberg is out for a drive when he's
stopped by a traffic cop.
The cop says, "Do you know how fast you
were going?"
Heisenberg says, "No, but I know where I
am."
Researchers in Fairbanks Alaska announced last week that they have discovered a superconductor which will operate at
room temperature.

Poetry Corner
And finally, a poem by John D.
and shared by Vic Stryker over dome-L:

Jr

When the wind has rocked the Moon to
sleep
in the cradle of the night
and the stars alone remain
to guide me with their light ...
They seem so far away and yet
the distance is not much ...
because the hand that molded them
is near enough to touch ...

"Guidelines for Contributors" and New Planetarian Format
During this past year, the Planetarian has undergone a successful transition from traditional methods of production to digital, and although it has been a learning experience for
all involved (and continues to be), the switch-over has been remarkably smooth. You
might notice the higher quality of text and graphics; I notice the extra work. Each issue this
year has been a hybrid, produced through a combination of the two technologies. At the
beginning of 2003 we will complete the transition by no longer accepting non-digital
graphics, including advertisements. Effective with the March issue, all contributors to the
Planetarian (and especially advertisers!) should faithfully follow the revised "Guidelines for
Contributors" posted at http://www.GriffithObs.org/IPSGuidelines.html. You will also see a
new appearance to the cover in March (color!) and hopefully yet more photographs
throughout. Your suggestions on how to improve the Planetarian are always welcome. - JM
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Just like a
grown-up

A planetanum
on the road

